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Abstract
Systems for Using Far Memory in Datacenters
by
Emmanuel Amaro Ramirez
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Scott Shenker, Chair

Datacenter efficiency has become increasingly relevant, as the end of Moore’s Law and Dennard
scaling have caused CPU and memory performance to begin plateauing. Resource disaggregation
is a recent datacenter design point, where server nodes share remote resources through a fast (usually RDMA-based) network, enabling greater execution flexibility and performance in datacenters.
Remote or far memory–an instance of resource disaggregation–increases flexibility because nodes
can access more memory than locally available. And performance in distributed applications can
improve as RDMA provides high-performance access to shared state. This dissertation describes
two networked systems that allow server nodes in a data center to leverage far memory.
First, WICkit is a framework and runtime for Where-Independent Code. WICs are a locationindependent abstraction representing complex remote memory accesses, e.g. accessing a value in
a hashmap. Without code changes, the WICkit runtime can execute WICs at the client, server, and
SmartNIC CPU locations. As different locations provide different performance and resource tradeoffs, WICkit allows users to flexibly choose the location when execution begins while obtaining
comparable performance to location-specific systems.
Second, Cluster Far Memory is a system that transparently allows existing jobs to access far memory. CFM includes a fast swapping mechanism and a far memory-aware job scheduler that enable
far memory support at rack scale. Using CFM for memory-intensive workloads, a rack can improve its throughput on the order of 10% or more without increasing the total amount of memory
in it.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Although Dennard scaling ended by 2010 and Moore’s law continues to slow down, there is an
ever-increasing demand for more storage and computing power in large scale clusters. Predictions
say the amount of data created from 2020 to 2023 will be more than the data created over the
previous 30 years. Similarly, new workloads that did not exist a decade ago, such as ML training,
have impressively grown in popularity and the compute resources they require. For example, a
cloud company has claimed their training requirements for their largest models grew an order of
magnitude each year from 2012 to 2018 [65].
Datacenters and their users have reacted to these technological trends by breaking monolithic
applications into distributed ones across server nodes. In turn, this has exacerbated the challenge
of data center resource efficiency. In 2019, Google reported an average resource utilization of less
than 70% for CPU and memory in their datacenters [117]. Given current technological trends,
maximizing the utilization of available resources would seem ideal, so why is improving utilization challenging? The reason is twofold: first, because compute jobs are bin-packed onto the
rack’s physically available resources; thus, if any of the resources are lacking, the server node
cannot admit the job. Second, because job schedulers usually allocate resources for a job’s maximum predicted usage; hence, whenever a job uses fewer resources than its maximum, utilization
decreases.
Resource disaggregation is a recent datacenter design point where server nodes share access
to remote resources through a fast (usually RDMA-based) network [52, 57, 111]. Remote or far
memory–an instance of resource disaggregation–enables greater execution flexibility and performance in datacenters. Flexibility increases because far memory allows server nodes to use more
memory than locally available when required. At the same time, distributed applications’ performance can improve as RDMA provides high-performance access to shared state.
In this dissertation, we address the question of, how do we build systems that use far memory
in datacenters? We answer this question from two different perspectives; first, by looking at how
new distributed applications can best use remote memory to share state; and second, by exploring
mechanisms that allow existing unmodified applications to execute efficiently in them. We expand
on these two perspectives next.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

2

Where-Independent Code for New Distributed
Applications

Many datacenter applications distribute both state and processing logic across multiple servers.
Consequently, a client executing processing logic for a distributed application often needs to access and alter the state on a remote server. In many cases, accessing this state requires executing complex memory-access logic, e.g., accessing a value in a hashmap. RDMA networks allow
memory-access logic to be executed either at the client or the server. The emergence of SmartNICs
means that memory-access logic can also be executed on the server’s SmartNIC. However, it is not
easy to determine which of these locations to use because they provide different performance and
cost trade-offs. Worse, these trade-offs can vary over time, and as a result, no single location is
always best for an application.
In Chapter 3, we argue that users should be able to change memory-access logic execution locations without changing the code. To this end, Chapter 3 proposes a new Where-Independent Code
(WIC) abstraction that allows users to decide where an application’s memory-access logic executes flexibly. We implement the WIC abstraction in a system called WICkit and demonstrate that
WICkit applications have performance comparable to applications whose memory-access logic
executes in fixed locations.

1.2

Rack-scale Far Memory for Existing Applications

Chapter 4 presents Cluster Far Memory (CFM), a faster swapping mechanism, and a far-memory
aware cluster scheduler that enables using far memory at rack scale. The chapter examines the
conditions under which using far memory with CFM can increase job throughput. We find that,
while far memory is not a panacea, for memory-intensive workloads it can provide performance
improvements on the order of 10% or more even without changing the total amount of memory
available.

1.3

Previously Published Work

In this dissertation, the material in Chapter 3 is based on [5] but the content presented here significantly extends the programming model and the runtime design. The material in Chapter 4 is an
adaptation from [4].

3

Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter we provide a brief overview of RDMA and SmartNICs.

2.1

RDMA

Remote-direct memory access (RDMA) is a set of network technologies where most of the network stack is implemented in the network interface card (NIC) or within the network. As a result,
in RDMA networks, no CPU cycles are spent on providing reliable message delivery, implementing congestion control, or packetizing data, thus reducing network I/O overheads. Over the last
decade, RDMA networks have seen wide adoption and use in datacenters [96, 100, 131]. A variety of applications, including key-value stores [40, 80, 83, 98], machine learning [129], and graph
processing [112], have been shown to benefit from the use of RDMA.
To benefit from RDMA, applications need to use an specific network API, e.g. the IB Verbs
API [95]. The logic for many of the functions exposed by these RDMA-specific network APIs,
e.g. functions that send or receive data, are implemented entirely in the NIC hardware. This allows
greater flexibility when designing networked applications. RDMA applications can be structured
either as traditional client-server applications or as one-sided applications, where application logic
is implemented entirely at the client.
Concretely, RDMA provides two types of operations: 1-sided and 2-sided operations. Clientserver RDMA applications are implemented using 2-sided operations and they require processes
to be run on both at the client and the server. The client and server processes communicate with
each other by sending and receiving messages using 2-sided operations. On the other hand, application logic in one-sided RDMA applications is implemented entirely at the client. The client
process uses 1-sided RDMA operations to read or modify data stored in the server’s memory.
These operations are executed by the server’s RDMA NIC, and as a result, the NIC hardware dictates what operations can be performed on remote memory. Consequently, as prior work [67, 71]
has observed, implementing complex application logic in a one-sided application might require
several network round-trips.
When deciding whether to structure an application as a client-server application or a one-sided
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application, a developer needs to navigate a resource and performance trade-off: client-server
applications require more CPU cores but fewer network round-trips while one-sided applications
require fewer CPU cores but more network round-trips. Furthermore, how an application should be
structured depends not on the functionality that it provides but on the algorithms and data structures
used, workloads considered, and where it is deployed. For example, several prior projects have
described transaction key-value stores built using RDMA. Some of these projects are structured as
one-sided applications (e.g. early versions of FaRM [40] and Pilaf [98]), some are structured as
client-server applications (e.g. eRPC [67] and FaSST [71]), while yet others are hybrid applications
combining both options (e.g. Dr. TM+H [125] and newer versions of FaRM [41]). In each case
these systems are designed to provide high performance, and the core difference lies in whether
they use existing off-the shelf datastructures and algorithms [91] or develop specialized RDMA
specific algorithms.

2.2

SmartNICs

SmartNICs are NICs that contain programmable processing elements, usually FPGAs or embedded
CPU cores. These processing elements are commonly used to implement virtual switches [47] or
other systems responsible for enforcing network policies. SmartNICs have been adopted by most
cloud providers [6,47,127] because they reduce the isolation overheads in multi-tenant datacenters.
Chapter 3, assumes the use of CPU-based SmartNICs.

5

Chapter 3
WICkit
In this chapter we present WICkit, a framework and runtime for Where-Independent Code. WICs
are a location-independent abstraction to represent complex remote memory accesses; e.g. accessing a value in a hashmap. WICs are flexible, as they can be executed at client (similarly to 1-sided
RDMA operations), at the server (similarly to 2-sided RDMA operations), and at new locations
such as SmartNICs. Our design makes the cost of the WIC abstraction low, as client and server
locations provide performance comparable to previous location-specific systems.

3.1

Where-Independent Code for Remote Memory Access

Most datacenter applications, including transactional data stores, in-memory storage, and machine
learning systems, are distributed applications whose state and processing logic spans multiple
servers [40, 82, 126]. Many operations in these applications require accessing state on remote
servers, e.g. a transactional datastore [40, 123] might need to acquire locks and read and update
tuples on multiple servers. In many cases these remote memory accesses are not just simple loads
and stores, and as a result these accesses can require executing complex application-dependent
memory-access logic.
Today this memory-access logic can run in many different locations. Traditional RPC based
applications send messages and execute memory-access logic on a remote CPU core [67]. On the
other hand, applications built using 1-sided RDMA, can execute memory-access logic at a local
CPU using memory-access primitives provided by the RDMA NIC.
Which location is best depends on the application and workload. Previous research has shown
that for some applications [40, 71, 123], running memory-access logic on client CPUs and using
1-sided operations can improve resource efficiency and performance. The resource efficiency gains
are from not using CPU cores on the server, while the performance gains are because there is no
notification delay (e.g. via interrupts) or processing cycles spent at the server. On the other hand,
other work [40, 71] has shown that using 1-sided RDMA to implement memory-access logic that
performs multiple dependent memory accesses yields suboptimal latency because each memory
access requires a network round-trip. As a result, the choice of where memory-access logic should
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be executed depends on the complexity of the memory-access logic: client-based implementations
perform best when the memory-access logic accesses a single memory location, and server based
implementations are better otherwise. Where memory-access logic is implemented has an impact
not just on performance but also on deployment costs. However, when implementing complex
memory-access logic a 1-sided application can require more network bandwidth. Thus, the relative
cost of client-based memory access-logic and server-based memory-access logic varies depending
on the relative cost of CPU cores and network bandwidth. Thus, the location that provides the best
performance and lowest cost varies depending on workload, application logic, and deployment
environment. Indeed, prior work [125], has shown the benefit of carefully choosing between these
options for different operations.
Modern datacenters also include SmartNICs and other locations where memory-access logic
can be executed. These new locations offer different performance and cost trade-offs. While
SmartNIC cores generally have lower clock frequencies than host cores, a SmartNIC located on the
server can access server memory without needing to traverse the network. Therefore, in many cases
memory-access logic executed on the SmartNIC can outperform the same logic when executed by
the client. Similarly, most cloud providers [47] do not sell SmartNIC cores, while they do offer
host CPU cores to tenants. As a result, providers such as Azure have previously stated that running
compute on SmartNIC cores is cheaper than running compute on host cores, and consequently
executing memory-access logic on SmartNIC cores is currently cheaper than executing on server
CPU cores.
We can thus observe that the best location for memory-access logic varies depending on the
application, workload, and deployment environment (which dictates resource costs). Furthermore,
all of these factors change over time: application logic and workload vary as a result of changes
in user demands, while resource costs vary depending on what other applications are executing in
the datacenter. As a result, in this chapter, we argue that it is better to determine where memoryaccess logic is executed at application start-up time rather than when designing an application.
Additionally, users should be able to choose the location from a wide array of options, including
client CPUs, server CPUs, and even SmartNIC CPUs.
Unfortunately, current RDMA network APIs [95] and frameworks [67,71] require applications
to choose where memory-access logic is executed at development time rather than at start-up time.
Building a framework that allows this presents two challenges: First, how do we represent memoryaccess logic in a location-independent manner? Second, how do we provide reasonable throughput
and latency comparable to existing location-specific approaches?
We address the first challenge, by proposing Where-Independent Code (WIC), a locationindependent abstraction that encapsulates remote memory accesses and their surrounding logic.
WICs access memory using a unified API, and a WIC runtime adapts the underlying memoryaccess mechanism, leveraging 1-sided RDMA or local memory accesses, depending on where the
WIC executes. Thus, our runtime allows WICs to be written once and then executed in any of the
supported locations: client, server, or SmartNIC CPUs.
We address the second challenge, i.e., providing latency and throughput comparable to locationspecific approaches by designing a new runtime. This runtime builds on the observation that WIC
execution time is dominated by the cost of memory access and that these access costs vary de-
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pending on where the WIC is run. For example, accessing memory from the server CPU takes
about 100ns, while accessing the same memory location from the client can take between 1.510µs. Memory access latencies affect how WICs access memory: to maximize throughput WICs
running on the server should access memory synchronously, while those running at the client
should access memory asynchronously. Therefore, the runtime needs to support both synchronous
and asynchronous memory accesses, and must be able to switch between WICs performing asynchronous memory accesses. As a result, the WIC runtime needs to support both asynchronous
and synchronous memory accesses and rapidly switch between different WICs when performing
asynchronous memory access.
In this chapter, we describe WICkit, a framework and runtime that provides applications with
the WIC abstraction. WICkit supports both synchronous and asynchronous memory accesses and
implements WICs using C++ stackless coroutines to minimize switching costs. We demonstrate
the efficacy and generality of WICkit by implementing and evaluating two distributed applications:
a key-value store and a remote-shared log. Additionally, we also evaluate WICkit’s performance
using microbenchmarks. We show, using a linked list traversal microbenchmark (§3.6) that when
memory-access logic is executed on the server, WICkit can achieve comparable throughput and latency to an application written using eRPC. Similarly, we show for the same benchmark that when
memory-access logic is run on the client, WICkit achieves throughput and latency comparable to
that achieved by an application that directly uses 1-sided RDMA operations.
We thus demonstrate that WICkit provides an efficient mechanism for deciding the location of
an application’s memory-access logic when it is first executed. In §3.6, we demonstrate WICkit’s
utility by showing that there are performance and cost benefits to executing memory-access logic
at all three locations. We currently do not address the question of how to decide where memoryaccess logic should be located, nor the question of how to move WICs between locations at runtime. We plan to address these questions in future work.

3.2

The Desire for Location Independence

WICkit is designed so that programs can be written once and configured to operate in three distinct
modes: (a) a client-only configuration in which WICs execute on client cores; (b) a SmartNIC configuration in which WICs execute on cores on the server’s SmartNIC; and (c) a server configuration
in which WICs execute on server cores (WICs are invoked from client cores in all configurations).
As we noted above, existing work on RDMA has largely focused on comparing the client-only
configuration (one-sided RDMA applications) and server configuration (client-server applications)
and in showing that one or the other is more desirable for different applications. Given this, one
might wonder: why is the ability to choose between the three at deployment time desirable?
As prior work has shown [67, 71, 125], the relative performance and resource requirements for
these configurations vary depending on application logic, workload, and deployment environment.
However, beyond these factors, deployment costs can also vary significantly for these different
configurations. This is because clients and servers generally face different scaling requirements
and can be deployed on different instance types with different costs. Additionally, many cloud
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Function

Description

Awaitable Backend::read_host(uintptr_t raddr, uint32_t sz)
Awaitable Backend::write_host(uintptr_t raddr, void *data, uint32_t sz)
uintptr_t Backend::get_rbaseaddr()
void Backend::reply(void *data, uint32_t sz)
WICCoro WICLock::lock(Backend &b)
WICCoro WICLock::unlock(Backend &b)

Read sz bytes from host’s address raddr.
Write sz bytes from data to host’s address raddr.
Gets remote base address.
Send data of size sz as reply to the client.
Lock WICLock using Backend b.
Unlock WICLock using Backend b.

Table 3.1: WICkit’s location-agnostic API.
Client location
Client0

Server
1-sided RDMA
Network

RNIC
WICkit
WIC0

CPU

RNIC
Memory

WIC1

Application
data

CPU

SmartNIC location
Client0
RNIC

Message

CPU

Network

Server
Memory

WICkit
WIC0

WIC1

SmartNIC

1-sided
RDMA

Application
data

Server location
Client0
RNIC

Message

CPU

Network

Server
Memory

WICkit
WIC0

WIC1

CPU

Load
Store

Application
data

Figure 3.1: The three supported locations for WICkit and how each location accesses application data in
server memory.

providers, including Microsoft [47], argue that processing resources on a SmartNIC cost less than
on host CPUs because host CPUs can be more easily sold to tenants. Furthermore, instance costs
vary over time, and we expect that SmartNIC core costs are also likely to vary over time. When
deploying an application, developers and administrators need to consider not just performance but
also costs, and it is thus easy to see that the best configuration can vary over time and across
deployment environments. A framework such as WICkit provides developers and administrators
with greater flexibility when responding to changing workload, application logic, or costs and thus
enables more efficient application deployments.

3.3

Programming Model

The core abstraction provided by WICkit is Where-Independent Code (WIC). A WIC encapsulates
the logic surrounding and including related memory accesses. For example, when implement-
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ing a key-value store application, a user might decompose their application logic into WICs for
GET(K), UPDATE(K,V), SCAN(K), etc. With a tree-based index [123], the GET(K) WIC would traverse the index, specifying how to select each subsequent node to read in the tree, and issuing
memory accesses to read each node. While WICs can execute at client CPUs, server CPUs, or
SmartNIC CPUs, we assume that the main application data always resides at the server, as shown
in Figure 3.1. Thus, when WICs issue memory accesses, these are primarily to server memory.
The WIC programming model specifies how a user expresses a WIC and the APIs between
WICs and the WICkit runtime (§3.4). The runtime’s job is to invoke and manage WICs and
provide two APIs: the API the runtime uses to invoke WICs and the API functions that WICs can
call (e.g. to access application data). The programming model should provide four key properties:
1. The code in a WIC should remain the same, regardless of where the WIC is executed.
2. The WIC abstraction should be amenable to good performance (low latency and high throughput).
3. WICs should be convenient to program.
4. WICs should provide the same functionality (e.g., locks) as existing frameworks.
WICkit provides these properties using two techniques. First, WICkit expresses WICs using a
thread-like abstraction. This enables WICs to support both synchronous and asynchronous memory accesses (for high performance regardless of where a WIC executes) in a programmer-friendly
way (§3.3.1). Second, WICkit provides a single unified API for WICs to use to access application
data and features such as locks, regardless of where the WIC executes. The runtime then uses a
different underlying mechanism depending on where the WIC is currently executing (§3.3.2).

3.3.1

Representing WICs

There are several possible ways to represent WICs. For example, each WIC could be represented
as a single run-to-completion function [21, 37, 104] or as a thread that can suspend and resume.
However, not all approaches enable high performance for WICs, regardless of where they execute.
The key challenge is that the latency to access application data differs significantly depending
on where a WIC executes. For example, when WICs execute at the server, each local access
to application data can complete in about 100ns. In contrast, when WICs execute at a client or
SmartNIC CPU, they access application data over RDMA, which can take 1.5-10µs. While a runto-completion approach can perform well at the server, it would yield poor throughput at the client
and SmartNIC locations, because every access to application data would stall a CPU core for a
few microseconds while waiting for the data to arrive. At those locations, WICs with outstanding
memory accesses must yield the CPU to other WICs. Thus the WIC programming model must
support both run-to-completion and suspend-and-resume models.
There are two main ways to implement a suspend-and-resume programming model: callbacks
and threads. To implement WICs with callbacks, a WIC would need to specify which callback
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function to call after each memory access is completed; this is similar to eRPC’s completion handler functions, which execute when a recursive RPC request completes [67]. In WICkit, this would
mean that a loop that iterates over n nodes, reading each from memory, would need to be split into
n + 1 chained callbacks. Furthermore, the programmer would need to explicitly specify what execution state to pass from callback i to callback i + 1. As this is not a convenient programming
model for users, WICkit instead represents each WIC using a thread-like abstraction. Threads work
well because they support both run-to-completion and suspend-and-resume models for accessing
application data.
As we describe in more detail in §3.4.3, WICkit implements WICs using C++20 stackless
coroutines [106]. Coroutines behave similarly to threads, except they are able to suspend and be
resumed later, transparently allowing the state before suspension to be available after the resumption. In addition, coroutines yield control at least an order of magnitude faster than existing thread
implementations, enabling better performance.

3.3.2

WIC API

WICkit provides a single unified API for tasks such as accessing application data and acquiring
locks, so that users can write each WIC once and execute it at any location without modification.
WICkit’s API is summarized in Table 3.1.
A distributed application that uses WICkit is comprised of mainly three components: a server
component, the runtime, and the application that sends WIC request executions to the runtime. The
server component holds and initializes the application data that will be accessible to the runtime.
When the runtime begins execution, it connects to the server, and they exchange information about
the available memory regions.
WICCoro. WICCoro is the type our runtime uses to define WICs [93]. Internally, it defines the
suspension and resumption behavior of our coroutines, and it keeps the internal coroutine handle
and any other per-WIC internal state [66, 106].
Invoking WICs and replies. Clients in a distributed application request WIC executions by sending an execution message with a specific WIC id to the current runtime’s location. Besides the id,
requests include parameters that must be passed to the requested WIC. When a WIC completes,
it can send a reply back to the client that requested the execution by using reply(void *data,
uint32_t sz).
Memory Accesses. The WIC API provides two basic low-level functions for accessing application
data: read_host() and write_host(). Rather than providing functions for fixed-size accesses,
our functions accept variable buffer sizes. As shown in Table 3.1, both functions return an Awaitable object type, which means the type supports the co_await() operator [17]. In other words,
Awaitable types define points at which a WIC could be suspended. For example, this allows us to
suspend WICs when they access memory through RDMA and not suspend if the access is made
synchronously to local memory. The memory-access functions take server virtual addresses, and
the base remote address can be obtained by a WIC with get_rbaseaddr(). Both functions access
application data on the server, but the WICkit runtime implements them differently depending on
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WICCoro traverse_linkedlist(Backend &b, void* param0) {
int num_nodes = *(reinterpret_cast<int*>(param0));
uintptr_t addr = b.get_rbaseaddr();
LLNode *node = nullptr;
for (int i = 0; i < num_nodes; ++i) {
node = co_await reinterpret_cast<LLNode *>
(b.read_host(addr, sizeof(LLNode)));
addr = node->next;
}
b.reply(&node->value, sizeof(node->value));
}

Listing 1: A WIC that performs traverses a remote linked list.

where the WIC is executed. As described in Section 3.4.1, WICkit supports three different backends for accessing memory. Backends are selected at compile time and passed to every WIC as an
argument. When WICs call read_host or write_host, they call these functions on the specified
backend.
Locks. WICkit provides simple exclusive locks to WICs through a WICLock class. The class
provides two methods that can be used regardless of the runtime’s location: lock(Backend &)
and unlock(Backend &). We describe the design of locks and why they return WICCoro in Section 3.4.2.
Listing 1 shows a WIC that performs a remote linked list traversal. The number of nodes to
traverse is specified as an execution argument by the client (i.e., param0 in Line 1). The WIC gets
the base remote virtual address by calling get_rbaseaddr() and then proceeds to traverse the
linked-list by issuing read_host() calls. When the WIC has traversed the number of requested
nodes, it issues a reply back to the client that requested the execution.

3.4
3.4.1

Runtime Design
Memory-Access Backends

WICkit’s memory-access APIs (§3.3.2) are implemented by location-specific backends. Our implementation provides three backends: a 1-sided RDMA backend that is used in the client and
SmartNIC configurations, a synchronous local-memory backend used by the server configuration
when running WICs to completion, and an asynchronous local-memory backend which is also
used by the server configuration. The asynchronous local-memory backend prefetches cache lines
before accesses and provides better performance for some applications. We describe each of these
backends below.
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1-sided RDMA
The main challenge of the 1-sided RDMA backend is providing high memory-access throughput
for client and SmartNIC locations. Our design addresses this challenge using two techniques:
first, our design uses multiple cores allowing multiple simultaneous RDMA memory accesses, and
second, our design batches RDMA operations, thus reducing the cost of communicating with the
RDMA adapter. Multiplexing improves throughput by 8.4-12.1× relative to not multiplexing, and
batching can improve throughput by 2.1× and decrease latency at high loads (§3.6.4).
Multiplexing memory accesses. The RDMA backend uses multiple cores and queues simultaneously, and can thus issue multiple memory accesses at a time. As we explain below our design
avoids cross-core synchronization but does not balance load across cores. We will investigate
approaches [102, 104] to balance load in the future.
RDMA’s queue pairs are used by CPUs to submit work requests to the RDMA adapter. In
Bluefield-2, each queue pair has a limit of 16 outstanding RDMA reads.1 Conversely, completion
queues are used by the RDMA adapter to signal cores that work requests have completed. Using 1
queue pair per core would only allow WICkit to maintain 16 outstanding reads per core at most.
The RDMA backend uses multiple queue pairs per CPU to increase memory-access multiplexing and improve throughput (§3.6.4). However, we configure the queue pairs to aggregate all
completions into a single completion queue. This enables each core to have more outstanding operations and improves efficiency when polling for completion, since each core can poll from 1 CQ.
By default we use 4 QPs per core at the SmartNIC and 16 QPs per core at the client; we evaluate
the tradeoffs of different numbers of QPs in §3.6.4.
Reducing CPU cost of RDMA. We batch RDMA operations to reduce CPU cycles spent issuing
new RDMA requests. Previous research has shown that reducing communication frequency to
the RDMA adapter can result in better CPU efficiency and RDMA throughput [69]. This is of
particular concern when using SmartNIC cores which can be significnatly slower than x86 cores.
For example, when comparing the performance of a 2.6GHz Haswell core2 to the performance of
the 2GHz ArmV7 A7 core on a Bluefield-2 [115] NIC using STREAM [94] and Coremark [51]
we found that the ARM core achieves at most 64% of an x86 cores performance (Table 3.3).
Batching requests allows a core to issue multiple work requests with a single MMIO write,
reducing the number of cylces spent issuing RDMA requests. Our runtime creates batches of memory accesses for WICs by using the new verbs work request API ibv_wr_start() and ibv_wr_end().
These two functions establish a code region in which a core can more efficiently post work requests,
compared to the previous ibv_post_send() API [116]. Once a code region is open, RDMA operations can be posted inside, for example, by using ibv_wr_rdma_read(). These operations are
buffered and only delivered to the RDMA adapter when ibv_wr_end() is called. Each batch is
submitted to a single queue pair.
Listing 2 shows how WICkit implements batching. We first select the queue pair we create the
batch for and call ibv_wr_start() on it (Line 3). Next we pop a WIC from the runqueue (Line
1 To

the best of our knowledge other RDMAs impose the same limit.
Xeon CPU E5-2640 v3.

2 Intel
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void execute_interleaved() {
for q in qps {
ibv_wr_start(q.qp);
while (len(runqueue)>0 && q.outstanding<MaxInFlight) {
wic = runqueue.pop();
wic.resume();
if (wic.issued_mem_access)
q.pending.push(wic);
...
}
ibv_wr_end(q.qp);
}
}

Listing 2: Pseudocode showing how application data accesses are batched in RDMA backend using multiple
queue pairs.
Stateful execution context
pthread
user thread [102]
boost coroutine
boost coroutine2
stackless coroutine
function call

BF2 latency

x86 latency

1583.2ns
48.7ns
40.2ns
3.0ns
1.5ns

342.4ns
52.0ns
17.4ns
7.2ns
1.9ns
0.9ns

Table 3.2: Yield latencies of different stateful execution contexts.

4) and resume it. The resumed WIC eventually issues a new application data access on queue pair
q, which causes the WIC to yield back to Line 7. We keep selecting WICs from the runqueue
and resuming them, until the runqueue is empty, or the current queue pair has MaxInFlight=16
outstanding requests (Line 4). Lastly, we end the current batch by calling ibv_wr_end(), which
posts the work requests to the RDMA adapter (Line 11). Therefore, our batching is dynamic as it
does not wait for a fixed batch size to be reached before posting the batch.
We further reduce the number of CPU cycles needed by using unsignaled RDMA work requests.
RDMA-based systems typically use signaled requests, where each request generates a completion
when it finishes. Unsignaled RDMA requests do not generate completions, and leveraging them for
some requests can reduce the number of PCIe transactions [69] performed by the RDMA adapter
and the number of completions the CPU polls for. Thus our backend only uses a signaled work
request for the last access in each batch.
The challenge to only signaling the last request in a batch is identifying what unsignaled WICs
have completed. Signaled work requests in RDMA include an 8-byte identifier that is included
with the completion event, and this can be used to identify the corresponding coroutine to resume.
However, the RDMA adapter provides no information about which unsignaled requests have com-
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STREAM copy (MB/s)
STREAM scale (MB/s)
STREAM add (MB/s)
STREAM triad (MB/s)
Coremark

14
Armv8 A72

Xeon E5-2640 v3

Armv8/x86

7119.3
7116.5
6392.3
6400.8
11426.6

13494.1
8735.5
9986.6
10180.3
18995.4

53%
81%
64%
63%
60%

Table 3.3: Two microbenchmarks showing the performance ratio achieved by 1 ARM CPU in Bluefield-2
relative to a Haswell x86 core. The ARM CPU offers only 64% performance of the x86 core.

pleted or when.
Fortunately, our runtime can leverage the fact that queue pairs complete work requests in order
to identify which unsignaled request have completed. To do this, the runtime maintains a per-queue
pair software pending queue to track WICs that have issued a memory access and suspended (Line
8 in Listing 2). When we submit a batch of memory accesses, we use the last memory access’
identifier to encode the id of the corresponding pending queue and the batch size. When we
receive a completion, WICkit can pop batch_size WICs from the corresponding pending queue
and add these WICs to the current core’s runqueue.
Local memory
The WICkit’s server location uses one of two local memory backends to access application data
directly with CPU instructions. The first backend accesses local memory synchronously, and a
second one behaves asynchronously and uses prefetching instructions before load-stores.
As we discuss in more detail in §3.4.3, WICkit uses coroutines to implement logical threads.
Such coroutines need to be initialized before they are invoked; thus, the runtime pays for additional CPU-memory traffic and CPU cycles for every invoked WIC. Our asynchronous memory
backend attempts to compensate for the additional latency and CPU-memory traffic by multiplexing local memory access using prefetchnta instructions [64], similar to our RDMA backend.
As we show in §3.6.3, the asynchronous backend can significantly improve throughput relative to
run-to-completion in microbenchmarks where every access generates a CPU last level cache miss.

3.4.2

WICLocks

The runtime provides exclusive locks to WICs through a WICLock class with two methods: lock(Backend
&) and unlock(Backend &). WICLocks are designed so they can work at all three locations. Doing so requires ensuring that the runtime does not block when a WIC cannot acquire a lock. To
achieve this, the lock function yields to the runtime when a lock cannot be acquired.
Additionally, we need to ensure that the lock itself is accessible to all executing WICs. One
approach to doing so would be to always place the lock on the server, and we adopt this approach
when using the server or client backend. In this case the client backend acquires and releases locks
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using 1-sided RDMA atomic verbs, while the server backend uses atomic instructions. When using
the SmartNIC backend we optimize the lock further by placing its state in SmartNIC memory.
This allows us to use atomic instructions to acquire and release locks when using the SmartNIC
backend. We plan to investigate approaches to further optimizing these locks and implement other
synchronization primitives in the future.

3.4.3

Scheduling WICs

Thus far, we have described the design of our backends and the design of our where-independent
WICLocks. We now focus on a crucial aspect of our design: our coroutine-based logical threads.
Context switch latency of logical threads is a major concern for WICkit’s performance, and our
runtime uses C++ stackless coroutines to minimize these costs; we refer to these simply as coroutines. As Table 3.2 shows, switching coroutines in SmartNICs is three orders of magnitude faster
than switching pthreads, and in x86, it is 27× faster than switching user threads.
Writing a WIC is similar to writing a function: statements are executed sequentially, and local
variables can be defined at any point inside the WIC body. However, coroutines extend functions
by adding support for preemption, or suspension points, defined inside the coroutine body by using the co_await operator; see Listing 1. After suspending, coroutines can either return control
to the caller or can transfer control to another coroutine;name makes use of both kinds of control
transfer. For example, the runtime returns control to the scheduler (i.e., the caller) after issuing an
asynchronous memory access and transfers control to another coroutine when taking a lock. The
runtime can also choose to not transfer control at a suspension point, and WICs do not yield control
when performing synchronous memory accesses. In both cases, after a coroutine is resumed by
the scheduler, execution resumes at the statement following the previous suspension point. Coroutines provide very fast switch latencies as the compiler generates the switching code and stores
the coroutine’s local variables and execution context on the heap rather than on the stack. Our
implementation uses a custom allocator to reuse previously allocated WICs, but a recycled buffer
must still be initialized every time a new WIC is instantiated.
Although all backends invoke WICs in FCFS order, they must also decide when to resume a
suspended WIC. For example, a WIC that issued a 1-sided RDMA asynchronous operation should
not be resumed until after its memory access completes. Thus, to improve WIC throughput, each
memory access backend includes a scheduling policy to better target the memory performance
characteristics available at each location. We describe them next.
RDMA scheduler. The scheduler of the 1-sided RDMA backend executes WICs as follows. First,
a client sends a WIC execution request which is received on a SmartNIC core’s request queue.
The runtime polls the request queue and uses the received request’s WIC id to instantiate a specific
WIC. Newly created WICs are immediately suspended when they are created and added to the
back of the runqueue. Next, the scheduler resumes WICs from the runqueue’s front, and every
resumed WIC runs until it finishes or suspends. The runtime continues removing and resuming
WICs from the runqueue as long as the runqueue is not empty and the current queue pair has less
than 16 outstanding memory accesses. Eventually, WICkit checks for completed memory accesses
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by polling the completions queue, and all WICs that have a completed memory access are added
back to the front of the runqueue (in order to ensure FCFS processing).
Local memory schedulers. The synchronous local memory backend runs individual WICs to
completion; therefore, memory accesses do not suspend a WIC, and when an WIC finishes, another
one is selected from the runqueue in FCFS order.
In our asynchronous local memory backend, the scheduler first selects a window of WICs from
the runqueue in FCFS order. Instead of running a single WIC to completion, the scheduler executes
the window-to-completion (similar to [64]). When WICs access application data, the backend
issues prefetchnta instructions to bring the cache line close to the CPU and suspends. Once
prefetch instructions have been issued for every WIC in the window, the scheduler resumes WICs
in the order in which prefetches were issued. This time, the backend issues load-store instructions,
completing the memory access for each. The same process repeats until all WICs within a window
finish. We evaluate the effect different window sizes have in §3.6.4.

3.5

Implementation

We implemented our WICkit prototype in 4770 lines of C++20. We use GCC 10.2, and we cross
compile to generate ARM binaries for Bluefield-2. After a developer writes a WIC, they use the
WICkit build system to produce 5 binaries: a server binary that holds the application data for the
RDMA backends, and 4 runtime binaries. One of the runtime binaries targets the client location
thus comes with the RDMA backend; the SmartNIC binary is equivalent, except cross compiled
for ARM. The last two binaries target the server location, one using the synchronous local memory
backend, and the last one the asynchronous one.
Limitations. We now discuss the limitations of our prototype. These limitations are not fundamental, and we plan to address them in the future. First, our prototype assumes no failures. Second,
our implementation requires one request and reply queue per connection. This is because we use
2-sided RDMA RC queues rather than raw ethernet queues as is done by eRPC [67]. Third, our
prototype runtime currently assumes the client and SmartNIC have sufficient memory to hold all
application data and the RDMA backend maps server memory one-to-one. A better implementation would not make this assumption, and instead allow WICs to manage their location-local
memory.

3.6

Evaluation

Our evaluation of WICkit focuses on three main questions:
1. Are there scenarios where users would prefer each of the locations supported by WICkit?
(§3.6.2)
2. How does the performance of WICs compare to systems that are customized to run at a
specific location? (§3.6.3)
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3. What impact do the design decisions described in §3.4.1 have on WIC performance? (§3.6.4)

3.6.1

Experiment Setup

We use two load generators in our experiments: a closed-loop load generator to understand maximum WIC throughput, and an open-loop load generator with exponentially distributed inter-arrival
times to analyze latency under load. Our testbed system consists of two two-socket servers with
Intel Xeon E5-2640 v3 CPUs. We disable hyperthreading and turbo boost and fix the CPU frequency at 2.6Ghz. Our servers are connected through 100GbE Bluefield-2 MBF2M516A SmartNICs which include a ConnectX-6 Dx RDMA adapter and 8 Armv8 A72 cores running at 2Ghz.
We refer to the NIC simply as BF2. The BF2s are connected through an Arista 7160S-32CQ
100GbE switch. Both hosts and SmartNICs use Linux kernel 5.4 and we use isolcpus to isolate
CPUs from kernel SMP balancing and scheduling disturbance. We also customize the SmartNIC’s
kernel to enable nohz_full [75] which prevents interrupt timers in cores the runtime uses, as we
found these induced significant jitter. We use three workloads to evaluate WICkit:
Linked-list traversal. Our first workload creates a randomized linked-list in application data
and uses a traverse(num_nodes) WIC to walk the linked-list starting from a random node.
num_nodes is a request parameter, and each linked-list node is 16-bytes. Traversing a linked-list
is equivalent to issuing multiple-dependent memory accesses.
Remote shared log. The second workload is a remote shared log with two WICs: readtail()
and append(value); we use a request composition of 50% readtail and 50% append. Shared logs
are a core component in distributed protocols such as consensus and leader election [18]. Our
shared log’s application data is a buffer that holds 8-byte values, and its WICs maintain a head and
tail pointer. As the names suggest, readtail reads the value currently pointed by tail, and append
increments the tail pointer and sets a new value. We use a single exclusive WICLock to protect the
pointers and the buffer’s consistency under concurrent requests.
Key value store. For our last workload we evaluate a key value store based on a cuckoo hash table
that we ported to WICkit [25]. We implement two WICs: query(key) and update(key, value),
and use a request composition of 50% queries and 50% updates. We use an exclusive WICLock to
protect the table during updates and queries.
Unless specified otherwise, to serve the load, all experiments use one server x86 core when
WICkit is located at the server, and one client x86 core when WICkit is located at the client.
Depending on the experiment, for SmartNIC locations we show results for 1, or 1 and 7 cores.

3.6.2

Benefits of Different Locations

The main benefit of using WICkit in a distributed application is the ability to write the WIC once,
and decide at application start-up time whether to execute it at client, server, or SmartNIC CPUs,
where each location offers specific performance and resource trade-offs. In this subsection we use
our three workloads to explore such trade-offs, and we synthesize our observations in §3.6.2.

Median latency (us)
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Figure 3.2: Unloaded latency of linked-list traversal as we vary the number of traversed nodes at all WICkit
locations.
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Figure 3.3: 4-node linked-list traversal latency under load at all WICkit locations. The server and client
locations use 1 x86 CPU to serve load and the BF2 location uses 1 and 7 SmartNIC CPUs.

Linked-list Traversal
To understand the location trade-offs for this workload, we first evaluate how unloaded latency
across locations changes as the number of traversed nodes in a WIC increases. Then, we measure
latency across locations when traversing 4 nodes.
As shown in Figure 3.2, across WICkit’s locations, the server provides lowest latency, and BF2
performs better than client when traversing two or more nodes. When traversing one node, a WIC
located at the server takes 12.1µs to complete, whereas at the client it takes 14.4µs, and at BF2
it takes 16.1µs. Client is 19% slower than server because the client location pays for a loopback
message from the load generator to its runtime on the same machine, plus the network round trip
for reading the node with RDMA (see Figure 3.1). BF2 latency is higher than client when reading
1 node as the location pays for the latency of a request message over the network to the SmartNIC,
plus the latency of an RDMA read over PCIe. However, once each WIC traverses 2 nodes, BF2
achieves a latency of 20.2µs and client’s latency is 19% higher as it pays the full network round
trip latency for both RDMA reads. As the benefits of reading nodes directly through PCIe apply
for every memory access, reading 8 nodes is 93% faster in BF2 relative to client.
Next we analyze loaded latency while traversing 4 nodes. As Figure 3.3 shows, different locations saturate at distinct loads. The server location provides lowest latency until its maximum
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Figure 3.4: Remote shared log latency under load at all WICkit locations. To serve load, client and server
locations use 1 x86 core, and BF2 location uses 1 SmartNIC CPU.

throughput of 3.4M WIC/s. The better choice between client and BF2 depends on the load and the
number of cores used by BF2. At low loads, BF2 using 1 core achieves lower latency than client,
but at 0.5M WIC/s, the software overheads accrue in the one BF2 core and client latency is better
beyond this point. However, by leveraging 7 BF2 cores the SmartNIC location can serve a load of
4.2M WIC/s, 7× the throughput achieved with 1 SmartNIC core.
Remote Shared Log
We now explore the benefits of each location in our remote shared log application by evaluating
latency under load. As Figure 3.4 shows, server provides the lowest unloaded latency with a median request latency of 11.6µs. The workload is amenable to the server location, as WICLock
uses CPU atomics to local memory, and the shared log’s array of values provides good locality
for the server CPU’s cache. BF2 also keeps the WICLock in NIC-memory, but must access values through RDMA, resulting in 44% higher latency than server. Client has the highest latency
because, besides having to read the values through the network, WICLock uses RDMA atomics
to lock. Using an exclusive WICLock to implement critical sections that issue RDMA memory
accesses significantly reduces the throughput of the client and SmartNIC locations (§3.4.2). This
is because the WICLock is kept locked while RDMA memory accesses complete. Since the server
location accesses memory locally, the time a lock is taken significantly reduces. Thus, throughput
is highest at the server and achieves 1.3M WIC/s. BF2 achieves a throughput of 100K WIC/s,
and additional BF2 cores do not improve throughput as the contended lock prevents maintaining
multiple outstanding memory accesses at once.
Remote Key-value Store
In our last location trade-off exploration we evaluate our key value store’s latency under load.
Similarly to the shared log application, this cuckoo hash table uses one exclusive WICLock to
protect the table during updates and queries, so the same throughput limitations apply. However,
as shown in Figure 3.5, overall latencies are higher than in shared log, because both update and
query need to compute the hash of the requested key, which is compute intensive.
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Figure 3.5: Remote cuckoo hash table latency under load at all WICkit locations. To serve load, client and
server locations use 1 x86 core, and BF2 location uses 1 SmartNIC CPU.

The Best Location
For each location we support, are there scenarios in which users would prefer to run WICs in that
location? Yes, but there are different factors that play a role in deciding which location is best
for a given workload at a given time. The type and quantity of resources an application might
want to use has an effect in the possible locations to consider. For instance, although the server
location provides low latency and high throughput, it might not be ideal in scenarios where CPU
availability is low, or when CPU cost is high. As we showed, the number of memory accesses a
WIC issues can also be a factor in choosing a best location for latency. Similarly, offered load is a
workload-specific factor that should be considered as well. A distributed application using WICkit
is able to navigate the trade-off between remote memory access locations by writing WICs in a
where-independent manner and choosing whichever is best at application start-up time.

3.6.3

WICkit vs Location-dependent Systems

We now evaluate how WICkit’s performance compares to location-specific approaches using the
linked-list traversal workload. We first evaluate the performance of server-located approaches
by comparing WICkit’s asynchronous local memory backend and eRPC, the state-of-the-art RPC
system for communicating between hosts [67]. To maximize eRPC performance, we set session
credits to 2048, set the session request window size to 2048, and the max inline message to 512.
We then compare WICkit’s client location and an optimized 1-sided RDMA linked-list traversal
implementation. Finally, no current system uses SmartNICs and we instead compare WICkit’s
SmartNIC location to both the eRPC and the 1-sided RDMA optimized implementation.
Server Location
We evaluate server-located approaches when traversing a 4-node linked-list as shown in Figure 3.6.
WICkit uses the asynchronous local memory backend with a window size of 8 (§3.4.3).
We find that eRPC achieves best latency under load until the CPU serving the load saturates,
and WICkit provides better throughput due to prefetching and very fast context switching of WICs.
eRPC achieves an unloaded latency of 9.6µs per request, whereas WICkit takes 12.5µs per WIC.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of server locations on a 4-node linked-list traversal. Both approaches use one x86
server core. WIC server uses the asynchronous backend.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of client locations on a 4-node linked-list traversal.

The reason for eRPC’s lower latency is due to its use of call backs, which are cheaper to invoke
than coroutines since they do not have to be initialized. WICkit’s asynchronous backend is able
to achieve a throughput of 3.4M WIC/s, 2.1× higher than eRPC. However, we note that the improvements of the asynchronous backend brought by prefetching local memory depends on the
specific workload. Linked-list traversal is amenable to prefetching because every read node produces a last-level cache miss. We leave for future work exploring in more detail the benefits of the
asynchronous backend.
Client Location
We now compare client-located approaches: WICkit’s client, and an optimized 1-sided RDMA
linked-list traversal implementation, which we refer to as opt-1s 1c when using one core. opt-1s
is both a load generator and a location where memory-access logic executes. In contrast, WICkit’s
client location uses one core for the runtime, and another core for the load generator, both in
the same machine (see Figure 3.1). Although WICkit’s load generator does not access remote
memory, we report opt-1s 2c as well. To maximize RDMA throughput, both systems 16 QPs in
total to remote application data, where opt-1s 2c uses 8 QPs per-core.
Overall, as Figure 3.7 shows, opt-1s achieves better latency while WICkit’s client location
achieves higher throughput for one core. The unloaded latency to read 4-nodes through the network
with opt-1s 2c is 35µs whereas WICkit takes 43.6µs, a 25% increase. WICs have a higher latency as
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Figure 3.8: Latency for a 16-node linked-list traversal under load using WICs at BF2, an optimized 1-sided
implementation, and eRPC.

opt-1s does not pay for loopback requests and replies between load generator and WICkit runtime,

which take 1.4µs each way, and because it uses call backs instead of coroutines. The client location
with one core achieves a throughput of 1.9M WIC/s, 72% higher than opt-1s using one core due
to WICkit’s batching mechanism described in §3.4.1. Finally, the client location using one core
achieves 15% lower throughput than opt-1s 2c.
SmartNIC Location
We now compare the SmartNIC location to eRPC and opt-1s for context. Figure 3.8 shows the
comparison where each request, or WIC, traverses 16 nodes.
eRPC provides lowest unloaded latency while BF2 1c is faster than opt-1s (similarly to Figure 3.2). However, BF2 1c saturates quickly with increased load whereas using more cores allows
BF2 to maintain lower latency for larger loads. Although BF2 1c takes 94.7µs per WIC when
reading 16 nodes, it is 54% faster than opt-1s, and represents a software overhead of only 1.5µs per
memory access on top our baseline hardware latencies. In our hardware, each request from client
to NIC takes 4.9µs, each RDMA read takes 3.8µs, and each message from NIC to client takes 4.9µs
as well. In terms of throughput, Blufield-2 using 1 core (i.e., BF2 1c) achieves 58% of opt-1s’s
throughput, however, by using 7 cores BF2 achieves 6.5× higher throughput than when using 1.

3.6.4

Backends Design

We now evaluate how our backend designs contribute to WICs performance across locations. We
first explore the 1-sided RDMA backend performance by focusing on SmartNICs, as no previous
system has leveraged them as a memory-access logic location. We evaluate our design decisions
to (§3.4.1): multiplex memory accesses, use multiple RDMA queue pairs, use coroutines-based
logical threads, and issue memory accesses in dynamic batches. Then, we evaluate our local
memory backends in §3.6.4.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of multiplexing and not multiplexing RDMA accesses in a linked-list traversal WIC
located at BF2. The labels above the marks show improvement of multiplex over no multiplex.
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Figure 3.10: Throughput improvement as we increase the number of queue pairs, relative to using 1 queue
pair. We show improvements for 1, 4 and 8 linked-list node traversals per WIC.

Multiplexing RDMA Application Data Access
We use our linked-list workload to measure WIC throughput as we increase the number of traversed nodes with two backends: our baseline 1-sided RDMA backend that multiplexes memory
accesses, and a backend that does not multiplex accesses and runs WICs to completion. As shown
in Figure 3.9, multiplexing memory accesses improves WIC throughput by 8.4-12.1× relative to
not multiplexing when using one BF2 core. By using fast-yielding contexts, WICs efficiently relinquish the CPU after they issue an RDMA access and switch to a ready-to-run WIC, enabling
multiple outstanding memory accesses at a time. We explore the impact of using slower yielding
contexts later in this section.
RDMA Multiple Queue Pairs
We evaluate how the use of multiple queue pairs impacts maximum throughput and latency in our
linked-list workload. As discussed before, our BF2 RDMA adapter has a limit of 16 outstanding RDMA reads per queue pair. Using multiple queue pairs per-core provides the potential for
WICkit to maintain additional outstanding reads, increasing throughput. However, it’s unclear if
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Figure 3.11: Throughput degradation when we add x-axis delay to coroutine yield, relative to baseline coroutine yield of 3ns.

our SmartNIC cores will be able to handle additional queue pairs and whether more queue pairs
will negatively impact latency.
As Figure 3.10 shows, using multiple queue pairs per-core increases throughput. Using 4 queue
pairs per-core improves throughput by 6% when traversing 1 node, and by 78% when traversing
8 nodes, relative to using 1 queue pair. Across 1, 4 and 8-node traversals, using 4 queue pairs
increases latency at most by 1.7%, relative to using 1 queue pair. Therefore, our SmartNIC WICkit
runtime uses 4 queue pairs per-core to increase memory access throughput to application data.
Performance Impact of Yield Latency
We now evaluate the performance impact of using alternative execution contexts to show coroutines, and their fast yielding latencies, are necessary for WICkit. We simulate the performance
impact of execution contexts with higher yield latency by adding delays on top of coroutine yields.
We use our linked-list traversal workload to traverse 1, 4 and 8 nodes.
We find that if our logical threads experienced yield latencies similar to user threads, SmartNIC
throughput would degrade by 24% at best, and pthreads would cause the throughput to degrade at
least 6.8×. Figure 3.11 shows simulated throughput degradation in BF2 when matching alternative
execution contexts’ yield latency; see Table 3.2. We make three observations. First, a 50ns delay
represents a best case for user thread’s yield latency in BF2, and we find the throughput in such a
case would degrade by 24-29%. This represents a best case since user threads [102] take 52ns to
yield in x86 cores. Second, a more realistic user thread yield latency in BF2 would be about 200ns.
This would correspond to 4× the x86 latency, similarly to the BF2-pthread-yield latency being
4.5× the pthread-x86-yield latency (we measured both). In such a case, throughput would degrade
by 1.87-2.27×. Finally, the 1500ns delay corresponds to the cost of using pthread yields and
this would degrade throughput by 6.8-9.8×. Therefore, coroutines enable high WIC and memory
access throughput by providing very fast yielding contexts. Alternative logical threads with higher
yield latencies would lead to reduced throughput.
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Figure 3.12: 4-node linked-list traversal WIC latency under load using 1 SmartNIC core and 4 QPs while
varying the memory access maximum batch size.
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Figure 3.13: Local memory backends comparison for server location.

RDMA Dynamic Unsignaled Batching
We evaluate our batching design described in §3.4.1. Traditionally, systems that batch observe
increased latency as elements within a batch wait for longer before being submitted for processing.
Thus, here we explore the effect different batch sizes have on latency under load for 4-node linkedlist traversal WICs. As our batching is dynamic, a maximum batch size of m only guarantees that
no batch will be larger than m, but does not guarantee that all batches will be of size m.
Counter intuitively, as Figure 3.12 shows, a batch size of 16 improves latency under load (e.g.
at 0.3Mrps) relative to no batching. In addition, max=16 improves throughput relative to max=1 by
2.3×. This is for three reasons: First because larger batch sizes reduce communication frequency
between CPU and the RDMA adapter. Second, due to the dynamic nature of our batching, accesses
within a batch stay pending for short enough time such that median latency does not increase. And
third, because given our use of intra-batch unsignaled accesses, signaling a completion of a large
batch costs the same for the RDMA adapter, and for the CPU, than a completion for a smaller
batch.
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Local Memory Backends
We evaluate our two local memory backends described in §3.4.1 with our linked-list traversal
workload. sync refers to the synchronous backend that runs WICs to completion, and async win=x
refers to the asynchronous backend using a window of size x. As shown in Figure 3.13, we find that
async achieves higher throughput than sync without affecting latency at low loads. In particular,
a window of 8 provides 2.6× higher throughput than sync. However, we also observe that larger
windows increases latency at high loads.

3.7

Related Work

Accessing remote state. Many existing systems enable applications to access and modify state on
a remote server. Some systems such as FaRM [40], Pilaf [98], and DrTM [126] achieve this by executing memory-access logic on clients using 1-sided RDMA. Other systems such as FaSST [71],
HERD [68], and eRPC [67] execute memory-access logic on servers using 2-sided RDMA or messages over commodity network hardware. Finally, DrTM+H [125], XStore [124], and Octopus [88]
combine both 1-sided and 2-sided RDMA in order to implement a specific application, such as a
distributed transaction system or a key-value store. However, none of these approaches provide
a general abstraction that enables arbitrary applications to execute at different locations without
modification; this is what WICkit aims to do.
More expressive RDMA. Several prior works have attempted to bridge the gap between 1-sided
and 2-sided RDMA by augmenting 1-sided RDMA with more expressive operations, such as
chained operations. These efforts propose implementing more complex operations directly in NIC
hardware [3,26,38], in FPGAs [80,113], or in SoC-based SmartNICs [5], or extending the IOMMU
to trigger handler functions on the CPU [22].
WICkit expands on the proposal in [5] by designing a programming model and runtime system, and showing that these can be used to execute memory-access logic at different locations
throughout a datacenter. WICkit can be deployed today on existing hardware, and does not require
deploying additional FPGAs or SmartNICs or waiting for new NICs to be developed. In addition,
if these new technologies are adopted, future work could explore compiling WICs to execute on
them as well.
SmartNICs. In recent years, many systems have explored utilizing SoC-based, FPGA-based, or
ASIC-based SmartNICs in distributed applications. These systems typically focus on offloading
application logic [43, 56, 87, 103] or network processing [47, 61, 101, 105] to a server-attached
SmartNIC. Other systems have proposed using SmartNICs for load balancing [35] or disaggregated
storage [97]. These efforts focus primarily on offloading computation from servers to SmartNICs,
and none provides a general framework that allows application logic to be executed at different
locations throughout a datacenter, as WICkit does.
Shipping compute. Several prior works have studied questions of when to move compute to
memory or storage and when the alternative—shipping data to compute—is preferable. For example, near-memory compute [114] considers CPU architectures that push computation to memory,
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AIFM enables users to register specific code to execute on remote memory servers [108], and other
work proposes adding compute capabilities to SSDs [39].
Splinter [23, 76] proposes a system that enables transactions to either execute at a datastore or
be “pushed back” to execute on clients instead. It is designed to ensure serializability and targets
latencies in the 100s of microseconds. In contrast, WICkit focuses on accessing memory rather
than storage, with target latencies of 10s of microseconds. This imposes new challenges in designing a high-performance runtime, and yields a different runtime design (§3.4). Kayak [130]
builds on Splinter to dynamically adjust what fraction of requests are executed locally vs. on a remote storage device; in the future, WICkit may be able to adopt a similar approach to dynamically
decide which location to run WICs at.
Computation migration. Prior work has also looked at migrating computation running in distributed shared memory (DSM) clusters [24,62]. These efforts are similar to ours in that they focus
on developing mechanisms that allow memory-access logic to run at different locations, and operate on a common pool of application memory. However, these works assume that all processors
access memory using a common DSM API. By contrast, our setting requires the use of different
logic for accessing application memory from different locations. Additionally, the difference in
latencies also requires us to assume synchronous accesses at some locations and asynchronous accesses at others. As we showed in §3.6, not doing so can carry a performance penalty. As a result,
approaches to migrating computation in DSM clusters cannot directly be used to build WICs.
Prior work on code mobility [27, 50] also looked at moving computation between devices that
access application memory using different APIs. However, these works focused on moving computation between servers and mobile devices, and target very different performance requirements.
Therefore, these techniques cannot be directly used for WICs.

3.8

Conclusion

This chapter studies WICkit, a framework, and runtime for Where-Independent Code. WICs allow
distributed applications to choose their remote memory access execution location flexibly at application start-up time while enabling new locations such as SmartNICs. We demonstrate the low cost
of the WIC abstraction by showing that WICkit’s client and server locations achieve performance
comparable to previous location-specific systems.
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Chapter 4
Cluster Far Memory
In this chapter we describe CFM, a networked system that allows existing jobs to access far memory transparently. CFM includes a fast swapping mechanism and a far memory-aware job scheduler
than enable far memory support at rack scale. In contrast to WICkit in the previous chapter, CFM
only uses one-sided RDMA to access remote memory without the need for a server CPU.
The rising popularity of in-memory workloads such as machine learning applications and keyvalue stores is causing memory demands in compute clusters to grow rapidly [20]. At the same
time, because of the end of Moore’s law, DRAM manufacturers are struggling to achieve higher
storage densities and lower per-storage-unit costs [72,78]. Taken together, these two developments
cause main memory to increasingly be the bottleneck when operating compute clusters [42, 77].
Memory disaggregation, which has been the subject of both academic research [2, 52, 57, 73,
85, 86, 111] and commercial projects [10, 32, 33], is one way to address the memory bottleneck, as
it allows compute nodes to access memory at remote nodes; we will call this far memory. While
far memory does not reduce the total amount of memory needed to run individual jobs, nor does
it make memory cheaper or more dense, far memory does mean that jobs need not be restricted to
local memory but instead can utilize memory that is located elsewhere in the cluster. This works
around the “memory capacity wall” [85] and increases the extent to which memory can be shared
efficiently across jobs.
While there has been previous work investigating how far memory can impact individual
jobs [57], there has been limited work on how effective far memory is in actually increasing job
throughput, or equivalently, in reducing job makespans for a cluster workload: that is the issue we
address in this chapter. There are many ways one can support far memory, including making the
local memory in each server available for remote use. However, for specificity and simplicity, we
consider one particular model of memory disaggregation: using one or more “memory servers”
to support all far memory, while all other servers in the cluster use their memory to support local
jobs.
There are two main barriers to making far memory practical. The first barrier lies in how one
designs the swapping mechanisms needed to access far memory, as existing systems [52, 57, 84]
that swap over RDMA suffer from poor latency and throughput due to head-of-line blocking, and
to handling interrupts and page reclamation on the critical path of page fault resolution. We have
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designed a Linux swap system, called Fastswap, that is optimized to use far memory through
RDMA. Like other swap systems, it is transparent both to applications and developers. In addition,
it interacts directly with Linux control groups [9], allowing Fastswap to enforce local memory
allocations. Fastswap prevents head-of-line blocking by steering page fetches on the critical path
to a separate queue. Further, it reduces delays on the critical path by polling for completions of
critical page operations and by offloading memory reclaim to a dedicated CPU. As a result, Fastswap achieves remote page access latencies of < 5us, enabling applications to access far memory at
10 Gbps with one thread, and 25 Gbps with multiple threads. Infiniswap [57] is the closest related
work, and Fastswap’s bandwidth is 1.51× (with one thread) and 2.54× (with multiple threads)
higher than Infiniswap with disabled backup disk.
The second barrier lies in how one decides how to split each job’s memory demands between
local memory and far memory. The use of far memory is, to some extent, a bin-packing problem:
how do you process a workload most quickly with a given amount of local memory on each server
and a large pool of remote memory, and where each job must be assigned a total amount of memory
(local and remote) that fully satisfies its requirements? To this end, we designed a far memoryaware cluster scheduler that leverages far memory to improve job throughput. When a new job
arrives, the scheduler can place the job on a server that initially has insufficient available local
memory to handle all jobs assigned to it. Our scheduler then reduces the local memory used
by some of the existing jobs on that server, and uses far memory to ensure that all jobs have
access to enough total memory. It is far from clear that such a strategy is beneficial, as using
far memory inevitably slows down individual jobs (since accessing far memory is significantly
slower than accessing local memory). However, using far memory can also enable more jobs to
simultaneously run on a single server, albeit more slowly, which might increase overall throughput.
We have studied this trade off extensively, and report on when the use of far memory increases
overall throughput, and how this compares to merely increasing the amount of local memory. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic exploration of these questions.
The combination of the improved swap system Fastswap and the cluster scheduler provides
support for cluster-wide far memory, which we call CFM. While we do not have a large devoted
cluster available to us, we used a cluster simulator (validated with runs on a real nine-node cluster)
to explore what happens on a rack of 40 servers. We find that far memory is not a panacea; if
the memory demands are substantially larger than available memory, then better performance is
achieved by increasing the local memory per-server rather than by adding an equivalent amount
of memory to a shared far memory server. However, we find that far memory provides significant
benefits in two key scenarios on a single rack: (1) If the workloads are memory intensive (i.e.,
memory availability rather than core availability is the bottleneck), converting a compute node
into a far memory server can result (for the case we studied) in roughly 10% improved throughput
compared to the original rack, even though both rack configurations have the same amount of
total memory. (2) If an operator wishes to moderately increase memory capacity in a rack, adding
memory to a memory server allows for finer granularity increases which still result in significant
performance improvements, whereas upgrading the local memory in each server can only be done
in much larger (and therefore more expensive) increments (as we discuss in the next section).
We have made available our Linux kernel modifications and drivers, far memory-aware sched-
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Figure 4.1: An example server platform with two sockets; each has two memory controllers, six memory
channels, and twelve memory DIMM slots [30].

uler, and simulator at https://github.com/clusterfarmem.

4.1

Context

As memory requirements for datacenter applications increase steadily, memory comprises an ever
larger fraction of the costs of operating a datacenter [77, 78, 89]. As a result, cluster operators
face difficult choices in how to provision memory in their datacenters. In this section we provide
context about memory provisioning, and state the assumptions of the deployment scenarios we
consider.

4.1.1

Memory Provisioning

It is important to remember that local memory can only be provisioned at a coarse granularity.
As an example, consider the memory configuration of a recent 2-socket Intel platform [30]. As
Figure 4.1 shows, each socket has 2 memory controllers, each memory controller has 3 channels,
and each channel has 2 slots for memory modules, or DIMMs, making a total of 24 possible DIMM
slots. DIMM sizes are typically powers of 2: 4 GB, 8 GB, 16 GB, and so on. However, one cannot
efficiently use arbitrary numbers and combinations of DIMMs in the same server. Because of
the way that processors interleave memory accesses, configurations that are “unbalanced” yield
significantly lower memory bandwidth. For example, using 1 DIMM on each memory controller
yields only 35% of the maximum system memory bandwidth [8, 30, 48].
The guidelines for balancing memory to achieve full memory bandwidth are the following: (1)
all memory channels should have the same total memory capacity and (2) all memory controllers
should have the same configuration of DIMMs (number and sizes of DIMMs 1 ) [30]. Therefore,
in Figure 4.1, all slot 0s must have the same memory capacity and all slot 1s must have the same
memory capacity.
1 In

addition, all populated memory channels should have the same number of ranks. A rank is a block of memory
and memory controllers interleave accesses to different ranks.
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Achieving balanced configurations limits the granularity at which memory can be initially provisioned, and also constrains the granularity at which memory can be upgraded if memory requirements change over time. For example, if we originally installed 192 GB of memory with twelve 16
GB DIMMs (one per channel), the smallest memory upgrade we could perform would be to add
twelve 4 GB DIMMs (one per channel), representing a 25% increase in total memory capacity.
If we then wanted to increase our memory capacity again at a later point, the smallest memory
upgrade would involve discarding the 4 GB DIMMs and replacing them with 8 GB DIMMs (purchasing 40% more memory to increase our capacity by 20%). Worse, if we had originally installed
192 GB of memory by filling all twenty-four DIMMs in our platform with 8 GB DIMMs, the next
memory upgrade would require us to discard 96 GB and buy twelve 16 GB DIMMs, resulting in
288 GB, a 50% upgrade from the original.
Thus, if you can only provision memory per-machine, the constraints on memory configurations require that you operate at significantly reduced memory bandwidth (which results in unacceptable performance) or else only increase your memory capacity at a very coarse granularity,
yielding over or under-provisioning as memory demands change gradually over time [107, 120].
If we measure the granularity of memory upgrades in memory per core in the cluster, far memory
can be upgraded at much finer granularity than local memory, despite obeying the same memory
balancing constraints, because the added memory is shared by a much larger number of cores.

4.1.2

Deployment Scenarios

In this chapter we are not primarily considering green-field deployments where an operator can
assess their workload’s memory requirements and then determine the most cost-effective way to
meet them. Our results do shed some light on green-field scenarios – in particular showing that for
memory-intensive workloads on a single rack, it is better to convert one compute server into a far
memory server – but our main focus is on incrementally upgrading existing deployments. Based
on what we have heard from operators (these are not operators of hyperscale datacenters, but more
reflective of smaller commercial datacenters found in many businesses), their existing datacenters
tend to have all DIMM slots currently filled. This makes economic sense, because the cost per unit
of memory increases with DIMM capacity, so the cheapest way to provision a given amount of
memory is to use all available DIMM slots.
Considering a single rack that has been provisioned this way, how should an operator respond
when the memory demands of their workloads exceed what the rack can accommodate? As described above, upgrading the memory in all the servers in a rack can be done only at a coarse
granularity (in terms of the ratio of memory to cores), whereas far memory can be added at a finer
granularity. Our goal, in this chapter, is to explore how these options compare.
To the best of our knowledge, datacenter operators ranging from small to medium prefer upgrading whole fleets at once. We do not consider the case where local memory is upgraded on
a subset of the rack for two reasons: (1) we believe it would be challenging to manage memoryheterogeneous racks for operational reasons, and (2) we believe far memory would be better at
avoiding memory over and under-provisioning due to static partitioning of memory across machines.
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While far memory has the potential to improve cluster throughput, this comes at the cost of
slower runtimes for individual jobs. As such, we believe that far memory is best suited for applications whose primary metric is job throughput, rather than customer-facing or latency-sensitive
applications; that is our focus in this chapter.

4.2

CFM Overview

The goal of CFM is to enable clusters to improve their end-to-end job throughput by leveraging far
memory on dedicated memory servers. Though prior work has explored mechanisms to enable far
memory and has demonstrated performance benefits of individual jobs when they swap (e.g., [57]),
to the best of our knowledge, no prior work has demonstrated performance improvements with far
memory at rack scale. We focus on improving end-to-end makespan, or the time it takes to finish
executing a list of jobs. At a high level, CFM’s approach (§4.2.1) bears similarities to prior work,
but CFM overcomes several key challenges (§4.2.2) that make it difficult to reap cluster-scale
benefits from far memory today.

4.2.1

Approach

In CFM, applications utilize far memory via swapping over RDMA. CFM enforces memory allocations using Linux control groups.
Swapping. Applications can leverage far memory in broadly two ways: transparently (without
application modifications), or via explicit and potentially custom APIs [1,40,99,118]. Though specialization has the potential to offer better performance, large-scale cluster operators have claimed
that specialization is impractical [77], as their clusters execute thousands of heterogeneous workloads, and porting them to a different memory hierarchy would take significant effort. Instead,
similar to Infiniswap [57], CFM realizes far memory with swapping, an existing mechanism that
extends virtual memory beyond physically available memory. When a CPU accesses a memory
address in a page that is not present in physical memory, a page fault is raised and the page fault
handler transparently fetches the contents of the page from swap space into local memory. Traditionally swap space resided on disk and the resulting millisecond-scale access latencies induced
large and poorly understood performance overheads on workloads. However, swapping itself does
not fundamentally entail millisecond-scale latencies, and with today’s microsecond-scale network
latencies, swapping to far memory over the network has the potential to yield good performance.
Cgroups. CFM enforces per-job limits on local memory consumption using Linux control groups
(cgroups) [9]. Cgroups control the amount of physical memory allocated to a group of processes
and CFM uses the swap system to keep the excess in far memory.
RDMA. CFM leverages RDMA for low-latency access to memory on remote servers. CFM uses
one-sided read and write operations, which enable access to memory without using the remote
CPU. In general, RDMA operations are submitted to local queue pairs and are then processed by
the local RDMA NIC. Once an operation has completed, the NIC posts a completion to a completion queue; completion queues can be configured to raise interrupts when completions arrive, or to
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remain silent with the expectation that they will be polled. Traditionally RDMA bypasses both the
remote and local operating systems, but RDMA also offers a kernel API for drivers to use; CFM
leverages this API for swapping pages over the network.

4.2.2

Challenges and Contributions

There are two main challenges to realizing cluster-scale benefits from far memory: enabling far
memory to be swapped in quickly (§4.2.2) and deciding how to schedule jobs across local and far
memory (§4.2.2).
Fast Swapping
RDMA swap devices have been explored in prior works such as Infiniswap [57] and HPBD [84].
However, these approaches are unable to sustain the high performance required by applications
today, for three main reasons:
1. To hide the I/O latency of future page faults, operating systems typically implement page
prefetching by fetching several pages on each page fault. Unfortunately, in Linux the faulted
page—the page currently required by the application—may lie anywhere in the aligned window of pages to be prefetched. Existing systems fetch all pages using a single queue pair per
CPU (or worse, a single queue pair for the whole swap system [84]), so the faulted page may
queue behind prefetch pages. Processing each page to fetch can take a few microseconds
due to memory allocation, so with Linux’s default prefetch window size of 8, head-of-line
blocking may delay fault handling by tens of microseconds.
2. In existing systems that swap over RDMA, the CPU is notified that an RDMA operation
(e.g., a read of a remote page) has completed via interrupts. This interrupt-handling occurs
on the critical path—before the page fault handler is able to return to the application—and
can add 10 µs or more [19] to page fault handling.
3. After the contents of a faulted page are read into local memory, the operating system charges
the new page to its cgroup by increasing its memory counter. If the cgroup memory limit is
exceeded, excess pages need to be reclaimed. In contrast to system-wide reclaim in Linux,
memory reclaim in cgroups is always done directly, that is, before leaving the page fault
handler and returning to the application. Thus the entire process of reclamation (finding
pages to reclaim, writing them to the swap device, and returning the pages to the kernel for
reuse) delays page fault resolution.
CFM introduces a faster swapping system called Fastswap (§4.3) that overcomes all three of
these challenges, enabling CFM to achieve lower latency and higher throughput for remote swap
than existing systems such as Infiniswap (§4.5.4).
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Cluster Scheduling
Many existing schedulers enable efficient sharing of cluster resources by scheduling jobs across
cores, memory, and other resources [53–55, 59, 90, 109, 120]. However, existing schedulers do not
consider far memory; that is, they do not provide support for scheduling jobs whose memory can
be dynamically split across local and far memory and they do not specify how to best allocate local
memory across multiple jobs sharing the same machine. CFM proposes a centralized far memoryaware scheduler (§4.4) that considers far memory when assigning jobs to machines and decides
how to partition local memory across different jobs in order to optimize makespan.

4.3

Fastswap

In this section we describe Fastswap, our RDMA swap system. Figure 4.2 shows its overall architecture and how it improves upon existing components of the operating system. While previous
research efforts [52, 57, 84] simply expose their RDMA backend as a swap device, we found that
enabling higher swapping performance required modifications to the page fault handler, swap system, and the cgroup memory controller. We implemented Fastswap by modifying approximately
300 lines of kernel code, and with a new device driver in 1200 lines of code for Linux 4.11.
Improving paging performance is challenging. While many systems focus on making improvements at millisecond time scales [58, 81], our system strives to enable microsecond-scale
swapping. Most of the mechanisms we discuss in this section occur while program execution is
paused. Therefore, every microsecond we save is a microsecond of compute time given back to
the application.

4.3.1

RDMA Backend

In Fastswap, the operating system interacts with the RDMA NIC using the RDMA backend. As
shown in Figure 4.2, the backend is used by all swap operation types: page faults, prefetches, and
memory reclaim. While prior research has exposed an RDMA backend as a block device [57, 84],
Fastswap uses the Frontswap interface [7]. Frontswap is designed for swapping at page granularity
rather than supporting general block I/O operations, and strives to minimize context-switches to
other tasks while swap operations complete.
Queue pairs. RDMA requests in a given queue pair are processed in-order by NIC Processing
Units [70]. If different classes of swap operations share a queue, critical operations—e.g., reads for
faulted pages and writes for evicted pages—will queue behind less urgent prefetch reads. Fastswap
avoids this head-of-line blocking by using two RDMA queue pairs per CPU, one for operations
on the critical path and one for prefetches. Separating these operations into two queue pairs enables Fastswap to handle their completions differently. Our RDMA backend configures interrupt
completions for prefetches, and disables them for critical operations (indicated by int and poll in
Figure 4.2); Fastswap polls for completions of critical operations instead.
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Figure 4.2: Architecture of Fastswap.

Frontswap interface. Frontswap assumes its operations complete synchronously [7], that is, control of execution returns to the swap system only after the Frontswap operation has completed.
Therefore, it provides no mechanism to distinguish between operations that are on the critical path
and those that are not. Thus, Fastswap enhances the Frontswap interface to distinguish between
critical and non-critical operations, enabling the RDMA backend to steer requests to their appropriate queue pair. In our modified Frontswap interface, both types of operations return immediately
after initiating their RDMA request. The modified swap system then polls for completion of critical
path operations, while non-critical path operations trigger interrupts on completion.

4.3.2

Page Fault Handler

Fastswap modifies the page fault handler in two key ways. First, it instructs the swap system
to handle faulted pages and prefetched pages differently, as described above. Second, Fastswap
modifies the swap system to first read the faulted page, followed by the remaining pages within the
prefetch window (a related approach is proposed in [45]). After issuing all reads, Fastswap poll
waits for the faulted read to complete. By issuing the faulted read first, we overlap the latency of
allocating physical pages for prefetch reads and the latency of issuing the prefetch RDMA reads,
with the RDMA read for the faulted page. Figure 4.3 shows how Fastswap services a page fault
and associated prefetches.
Handling faulted pages and prefetched pages separately minimizes the cost of missed prefetches.
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Figure 4.3: Page fault and prefetching with Fastswap.

For example, assume page fault 1 occurs on address F1 , with an associated set of prefetch pages
P1 . Our swap system will issue reads for F1 and P1 , and poll until the read for F1 completes. At
this point, the page fault handler will return to user space. Then, suppose page fault 2 occurs on
address F2 where F2 ∈
/ P1 (i.e., a prefetch miss). Fastswap can fetch F2 without waiting for any
page in P1 , whereas previous systems would need to wait for all pages in P1 before the F2 read
could finish [57, 84].

4.3.3

Memory Reclaim

We have covered how the Fastswap swap system brings pages from far memory into local memory.
Now we describe how Fastswap reclaims memory so that processes do not use more local memory
than their allowed share. Fastswap moves reclamation off the critical path of page fault handling
by modifying the cgroup memory controller.
In general, memory reclaim is needed when memory in a cgroup grows beyond its allowed
limit, or conversely, when a cgroup’s memory limit shrinks. In Fastswap, memory in a cgroup increases when page faults bring pages from far memory into local memory, or when a process allocates additional memory. Meanwhile, memory limits shrink when our far memory-aware scheduler
chooses to carve out memory to fit additional processes (see §4.4).
Traditionally, after reading a faulted page, the memory controller charges the page to its cgroup.
Then, the controller checks if the cgroup has more memory than its allowed share. If there are
excess pages, they are directly reclaimed and possibly evicted to far memory. Direct reclaim takes
place in the context of the page fault handler, so it prevents the CPU from returning to user space
and continuing workload execution.
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As we show in §4.5.4, memory reclaim in Linux is surprisingly expensive, consuming 62-85%
of the kernel time when our applications have 50% of their memory in far memory. To reduce
these costs, whenever a node is using far memory, our modified memory controller offloads memory reclaim to a dedicated reclamation CPU (Figure 4.2); we call this process offloaded reclaim.
Offloading memory reclaim allows the CPU that caused a page fault to return to user space without
spending time on direct reclaim. Recent efforts have used a similar approach for offloading cold
memory compression [77] and packet processing [36, 92] to dedicated CPUs.
Offloaded reclaim is not suitable for all situations, e.g., to reclaim pages in response to large
memory allocations, or in response to a large limit shrink. In these situations, offloaded reclaim
can become a bottleneck because the reclaimer is shared across CPUs.
To prevent cgroups from significantly exceeding their memory allocation, Fastswap gives each
cgroup a small threshold α of memory above its limit. When a cgroup first reaches its memory
limit, the memory controller requests offloaded reclaim. If the reclaimer is busy and cannot service
reclamation requests fast enough, memory in the requesting cgroup will keep increasing. Once the
cgroup exceeds its memory limit by α, page fault handlers for the cgroup will perform direct
reclaim as well. This guarantees that the cgroup does not exceed its limit by more than α. In our
implementation we use α =8MB. If a node is not using far memory, the reclaimer is idle, so the
CPU can be used to execute jobs.
Regardless of whether memory reclaim is direct or offloaded, when evicting pages to far memory, we poll for their completions. A page can be fully reclaimed only after its write to far memory
finishes. At this point, the cgroup memory allocation decreases and the kernel can reuse the page.
Since memory reclaim is done in batches, using interrupts for writes would delay observable reclaim and could cause more page reclaims than required. With polling, the cgroup memory counter
decreases immediately after the write completes.

4.4

Far Memory-Aware Scheduler

In this section we describe how CFM makes scheduling decisions for a cluster equipped with far
memory. Our scheduler uses bin-packing to allocate memory between jobs, and gains greater flexibility by allowing jobs to use far memory in addition to local memory. Intuitively, this can improve
job throughput by allowing each node to fit additional jobs when memory is the constraining resource. However, the use of far memory slows down individual jobs, and as a result it is unclear
how this impacts the overall makespan.
We define the memory request memi of job i to be the maximum it uses during execution; if
allocated memi of memory, job i would not incur any hard page faults. Given a set of jobs and
their CPU and memory requirements, there is a maximum number of jobs we can fit onto a single
server. By using cgroups and CFM, we can rebalance the local memory that jobs use in a node,
and free up enough local memory to fit additional jobs. When a cgroup is shrunk, pages are evicted
to far memory such that memory of the cgroup does not exceed the new limit. In general, the cost
of shrinking is the slowdown jobs experience, and the network bandwidth and latency to move
memory from local to far memory.
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Figure 4.4: Performance degradation of applications from Table 4.1 using Fastswap. The constant local
memory time line depicts A=B (§4.4.2).

4.4.1

Job Degradation Profiles

The performance degradation applications experience when they trade local memory for far memory is application dependent (see §4.5.1 for details on the applications we use). Figure 4.4 shows
how the runtime of several jobs (each normalized by its runtime with 100% local memory) increases as we decrease the local memory ratio, or the fraction of the job’s memory that is local. Some applications such as tensorflow-inception experience very little slow down (at most
10.5%) when using far memory, while others experience significant slowdowns (e.g., spark’s runtime triples when using 40% far memory).
Therefore, a scheduler that uses far memory cannot treat every job the same—it needs additional information that allows it to model the job slowdown in order to optimize workload
makespan. Thus, for each application that we use in the rest of the chapter, we create a degradation profile 2 that estimates the runtime fi (ri ) at different local memory ratios ri . To create a
degradation profile, we measure the application’s runtime at several discrete local memory ratios
using Fastswap, and then use polynomial fitting to create a continuous function that the memory
policy uses (explained in the next subsection).
Using job profiles has limitations; in particular, applications must finish so their profiles can be
computed, and applications must have similar performance degradation when using far memory
across different executions. It may be possible to use page fault frequencies to model job slowdown
instead of pre-computed profiles; we leave exploring this to future work.

4.4.2

Far Memory Scheduling Policies

Our scheduler is simple and follows conventional designs [120], except when dealing with memory. When new jobs arrive, they are added to a pending queue which keeps jobs in arrival order.
2 We

note that our degradation profile is similar to Miss Ratio Curves [122], except in MRC the y-axis is miss
ratio, whereas in our profile it is job execution slowdown.
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Whenever the pending queue is not empty, the scheduler tries to assign jobs to nodes in the jobarrival order. For each job, the scheduler iterates through all nodes in order to find one that has
a sufficient number of cores and memory available for the job. We iterate through the nodes in
random order to improve the average runtime for finding such a node, and the job is placed on
the first such node found. If no node has sufficient resources to execute a job, we leave it in the
pending queue. In this work we do not consider job preemption.
When scheduling jobs, the scheduler needs to make two decisions. First, in the loop above
it must decide if a job “fits” on a node (i.e., perform job admission control); in order to do so,
we rely on a fit function provided by the memory policy. The fit function begins by checking
if sufficient cores are available to execute the job; if not, we declare that the job does not fit on
the node. If sufficient cores are available, we use a heuristic to determine whether sufficient local
memory can be made available at the node, and enough free far memory remains to execute the
job. If so, we say that the job fits on the node; otherwise, we say that it does not.
Second, once a node with sufficient resources has been found, we need to decide how much
local memory to give the job. This is done by the rebalance function provided by the memory
policy. The rebalance function revises the memory allocations of jobs executing on the node, so
it is called before a new job is started to free enough local memory for the new job, and after a job
finishes, in order to distribute local memory back across the remaining jobs. rebalance does not
use far memory unless it needs to.
Next, we discuss several memory policies that we considered in terms of the fit and rebalance
functions they provide.
Uniform policy. When a set of jobs on a machine requires more memory than is available locally,
this policy shrinks all jobs uniformly up to a minimum ratio α. For example, if α = 0.75, then the
policy will trade up to 25% of local memory for far memory on every job. This policy uses this
minimum ratio both to determine if jobs fit and to rebalance memory allocations. Although simple,
this policy does not take into account the fact that different jobs slowdown differently when they
are shrunk to the same ratio. In addition, the same ratio will mean different amounts of far memory
depending on how much memory each job uses.
Variable policy. This policy improves upon uniform by allowing per-job minimum ratios. We
chose minimum ratios for jobs that correspond to a 20% slowdown—we empirically determined
20% to be a good trade off between job slowdown and improved makespan. The fit function
returns true if 1) there is enough memory on the machine for all jobs, including the incoming job,
to have at least the amount of local memory specified by their minimum ratio, and 2) the cluster
has sufficient far memory for the residuals. The rebalance function adjusts memory allocations
by reducing local memory proportionally for each job according to its minimum ratio. Therefore,
the minimum ratio of each job determines its friendliness for using far memory. Rebalancing jobs
proportionally based on their minimum ratios requires users to define it for each job. Since this
policy scales local memory linearly for each job, it performs best if performance degradation is
also linear up to the minimum ratio.
Memory-time policy. Using insights gained from the previous policies, we designed a policy
that directly captures the fact that jobs that use far memory experience nonlinear slowdowns. As
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a result, rather than relying on manually specified minimum ratios, this policy makes use of the
memory-time product, which we explain next, to determine the best local memory ratio for each
job in a node when rebalance is called.
Given a set of memory-constrained jobs, the asymptotic makespan for these jobs is given
by [54, 55, 120]:
memorytime
makespan ≈
local_mem · utilization
where memorytime is the sum of all the jobs’ memory requirements multiplied by their runtime,
local_mem is the total available local memory in the cluster, and utilization is the average utilization of local memory in the cluster. Intuitively, the product of memory requirement and runtime captures how much memory a job consumes during its execution. Without far memory,
memorytime is fixed because the amount of local memory a job uses and its duration are both
fixed. The total local memory in the cluster is similarly fixed. Therefore, previous research on
scheduling to lower makespan, or improve throughput, could only focus on increasing the denominator by improving utilization [54].
With far memory, we can decrease local memorytime and increase utilization to further improve
makespan. Since we use far memory only when local memory is fully utilized, utilization is
commonly very high. In addition, memorytime is no longer fixed at ∑N
i=1 memi · f i (1) but is instead
flexible:
N

memorytime = ∑ memi · ri · fi (ri )
i=1

As we increase far memory usage, the product ri · fi (ri ) depends on how gracefully a job’s performance degrades. Figure 4.5 conceptually shows A, the original memory-time product for a job
using only local memory, and B+C, its new memory-time product when using far memory (i.e., B
is the local memory-time product while C is the far memory-time product). As long as the area
of B is less than A, a job’s local memorytime can be reduced by trading some of its local memory for remote memory. When this is not the case, using additional far memory would increase a
job’s local memory-time, so our scheduler must not reduce a job’s memory ratio below this point.
As illustrated in Figure 4.4 with the constant local memory-time curve, for many jobs the slowdown is graceful enough that they can be shrunk significantly without reaching the point where
A and B have the same area. For example, we could shrink local memory at least 60% for all
six workloads except for spark and linpack. Therefore, our memory-time policy can reduce local
memorytime by finding appropriate local memory ratios for each job. For example, for ri = 0.5, if
fi (0.5) < 2 · fi (1), then we reduce the local memory-time product because we save half of the job’s
local memory while incurring less than twice the slowdown.
We turn this insight into a better local memory rebalancing policy by considering three factors.
First, to optimize for makespan, we should pick local memory ratios for each job to minimize the
sum of their local memory-time products (i.e., the sum of the A’s of existing jobs in the machine).
If we had unlimited far memory, this would be sufficient. However, given that we have a limited
amount of far memory that is shared by several machines we also need to ensure efficient allocation
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Figure 4.5: How a job can reduce its local memory consumption by using far memory. A is the original
memory-time product when no far memory is used. B+C is the new memory-time product, where B is the
local portion, and C is the far portion of the product. r is the local memory ratio of the job.

of far memory. Unfortunately, optimizing memory allocations over all local and far memory is at
least APX-Hard [128] and thus not feasible in our setting.
To resolve this, CFM optimizes each node independently by choosing local memory ratios for
jobs such that they maximize the ratio between the savings in local memory-time products and
the increase in far memory usage. This avoids global optimization while still using local and far
memory efficiently. We do this by solving the following optimization problem:
maximize
ri :i=1,...,N

A−B
C
N

subject to

∑ memi · ri = local_mem

i=1

N

A−B

= ∑ memi · (1 − pi ) · fi (1) − memi · (1 − pi ) · ri · fi (ri )
i=1
N

C

= ∑ memi · (1 − pi ) · (1 − ri ) · fi (ri )
i=1

where pi is a ratio between 0 and 1 that represents the progress of this job according to its profile,
and (1 − pi ) · fi (ri ) is the remaining run time for job i using local memory ratio ri . Therefore A − B
is the total local memory-time product saving, C is the total far memory-time product, and the
equality constraint ensures that local memory is fully utilized.
Each node tracks the progress of its own jobs (updating each pi when the local memory ratios
change) and solves the optimization problem when rebalance is executed. The dimension of this
optimization is the number of jobs running on the node, and it converges in a small number of
iterations using conventional optimization tools; i.e., we found that SciPy [121] was fast enough
for our scheduler and our simulator.
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The memory-time policy does not prescribe how to determine whether or not a job fits on a
machine; i.e., it is not involved in job admission. For simplicity, we use the same fit function
as the variable policy. We leave more advanced admission control schemes (e.g., [54]) for future
work.
Although CFM does not primarily target latency-sensitive production workloads, it is flexible
enough to exempt these from using far memory. We can do so by specifying a minimum admission
memory ratio of 100% for the job in the fit function, and by giving the job a profile where
f (1) = runtime, and f (anything else) = ∞. Note that this way, other jobs can still trade local
memory for far in order to fit the far memory-exempt job. We leave for future work analysis and
evaluation of these scenarios; in this chapter we assume every workload can be slowed down.

4.4.3

Scheduler Implementation

Our scheduler is comprised of a central scheduler and a per-node daemon. We implemented both
in 1500 lines of Python. The central scheduler implements the design outlined in §4.4.2, and uses
gRPC to communicate with all daemons. When the scheduler dispatches jobs to a daemon, the
daemon creates a cgroup with a memory limit for it— the memory limit is defined by the memory
policy being used. Often, the memory limit is smaller than the amount of memory the job needs,
which triggers far memory usage. The scheduler can be configured to not use far memory at all;
in this case, the scheduler propagates this configuration to the daemons so they will not use far
memory.

4.5

Evaluation

Our evaluation of CFM focuses on three main questions:
1. How does CFM perform in a real testbed? (§4.5.2)
2. What are the benefits of far memory and when should one use far memory instead of local
memory? (§4.5.3)
3. How do CFM’s individual components contribute to its overall performance? (§4.5.4)

4.5.1

Experimental Setup

We evaluate CFM on a small testbed rack and in simulation at rack scale using a cluster simulator.
Testbed rack. Our testbed consists of 14 machines; we use 9 as compute nodes, 1 as the scheduler,
and up to 4 as memory servers. Each machine has an 8-core Intel Xeon E5-1680 v2 CPU, 32 GB
of memory and a 40 Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-3 NIC. We use one hyperthread on each core and
disable TurboBoost and CPU frequency scaling in order to reduce variability. Each machine runs
Ubuntu 16.04 with Linux kernel version 4.11. Each job runs in its own cgroup; memory and core
allocations are decided by the CFM scheduler.
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Cluster simulator. We implemented our own cluster simulator in 2200 lines of Python. It implements the same fit and rebalance functions as our testbed implementation. Our simulator takes
as input a degradation profile for each job produced by using Fastswap (§4.4.1), and uses these
to determine how long each job takes to complete, given the memory resources allocated to it. If
the cluster scheduler changes a job’s local memory allocation during its execution, our simulator
adjusts the job’s remaining runtime accordingly. Since our profiles are generated when applications are executed individually, our simulation results represent a best case performance analysis
of using far memory. We evaluate the accuracy of our simulator in §4.5.3. Our simulated cluster
consists of 1 rack of 40 machines, each with 48 cores and 192 GB of memory.
Evaluated Systems
We evaluate four systems. First, we evaluate a baseline cluster that uses only local memory, denoted by N OFAR. To understand the benefits of additional local memory, we use N OFAR (+X%) to
denote the configuration in which each machine in the baseline cluster has been augmented with
X% additional local memory. Second, we evaluate Infiniswap [57], a system that enables applications to leverage remote memory on other servers (rather that in a dedicated memory server), via
RDMA. Infiniswap requires writing to disk to correctly function in a cluster. However, we found
that writing to disk severely degrades its performance, so we include a modified version where we
disabled writing to disk. Infiniswap does not specify how to schedule jobs, so we only evaluate
it in single-job experiments. Third, we implemented a Fastswap DRAM backend for comparison
and to understand how swapping operations are impacted by RDMA performance.
Finally, we evaluate CFM using the memory-time policy unless specified otherwise. We use
FAR (+X%) to denote the configuration in which the cluster runs CFM and has been provisioned
with far memory such that the cluster’s total memory is X% more than in N OFAR. When evaluating any FAR configuration, we use one fewer server per rack than in N OFAR to ensure that there
is available space in the rack for a memory server to support far memory.3 In addition, when
far memory is in use, CFM dedicates at least one core per server to running the reclaimer. We
found that one core was sufficient for the reclaimer on our 8-core testbed machines; based on its
utilization (39.5% on average), we estimate that our larger simulated 48-core machines require 3
reclaimer cores and thus we give three fewer cores per simulated server for CFM.
Jobs and Workloads
In the experiments that follow, a job can be any of the applications described in Table 4.1. We
focus on applications that can benefit from cluster throughput improvements such as analytics
applications. We now describe each application in more detail. linpack is a linear algebra performance benchmark, and we use an Intel provided binary which we limit to use 4 CPUs [11].
quicksort uses the C++ standard library to sort 8GB of integers. kmeans uses sklearn to classify
15M samples [13]. tensorflow-inception does inference on an inception reference implementation
3 Because

the CFM configurations use one fewer server, FAR (+0%) has one server’s worth of far memory, to yield
the same total rack memory as N OFAR.
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Benchmark
linpack
quicksort
kmeans
tensorflow-inception
memcached
spark-pagerank

44
Memory (GB)

# cpus

1.56
8.05
4.73
2.07
12.00
4.29

4
1
1
2
2
3

Table 4.1: Applications that comprise our workloads.

for benchmarking [14]. memcached uses memaslap to SET 30M keys and then query 100M keys
using the ETC distribution (i.e., 5% SET, 95% GET), while memcached is pinned to another
CPU [16, 57]; memcached could be used as a parameter server in this context. spark-pagerank
uses a dataset of 685K nodes and 7.6M edges [79].
A workload is a list of 6000 mixed jobs with uniformly random arrivals. Every workload has
at least one instance of each job from Table 4.1. We characterize workloads using two properties:
m2c and packability.4 m2c captures how a workload’s demand for memory relative to compute
compares to that of the underlying cluster. For a workload W with N jobs and a cluster C with Ccpu
cores and Cmem GB of memory, we define m2c as:
∑Nj=1 mem j · duration j Ccpu
·
m2c(W,C) = N
∑ j=1 cpu j · duration j Cmem
For example, a workload that consists of jobs that require the full memory but only half the cores
of any machine in the cluster has an m2c of 2. To produce workloads with a given range of m2c
values, we randomly generate many workloads by varying the ratio of each job in the workload,
and then select those that have an m2c within the given range.
Packability captures how easily a workload’s jobs can be scheduled in a cluster without using
far memory. We define the packability metric for a workload and cluster as the makespan achieved
when all of a cluster’s resources (memory and cores) are pooled into one large server (eliminating
any resource fragmentation),5 divided by the makespan achieved in the default N OFAR configuration. Thus, a packability of close to one indicates that a workload suffers little from resource
fragmentation; as fragmentation increases, packability decreases.6

4.5.2

Testbed Performance

We use our testbed to evaluate how far memory behaves in real executions using our far memoryaware scheduler (§4.4) and Fastswap (§4.3). In this subsection, FAR (+0%) is an 8-node rack with
4 Both

of these properties depend on the infrastructure on which the workload is run. Since we use a particular
rack configuration as a baseline, we refer to these two measures without specifically mentioning the infrastructure.
5 This pooling approach mimics the upper bound described in [54].
6 Note that packability is defined with respect to a certain cluster scheduling algorithm; we assume jobs are scheduled as described in §4.4.2.
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N OFAR

FAR (+0%)

FAR (+11%)

FAR (+33%)

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.05
1.12
1.07
1.15

1.04
1.08
1.12
1.21

1.07
1.10
1.11
1.28

Table 4.2: Makespan improvement in testbed normalized to N OFAR (i.e., 9 node cluster without far memory).

Figure 4.6: Job execution time slowdown when using far memory, relative to execution time in N OFAR, in our
testbed. Left shows workloads with m2c = 1.2 and right shows workloads with m2c = 1.6.

32 GB of far memory, and N OFAR is a 9-node rack without far memory. We further explore the
performance of FAR by adding 32 GB and 96 GB of memory to the far memory server, yielding
the FAR (+11%) and FAR (+33%) configurations. We evaluate workloads that have m2c between
1.0 and 1.6, with a granularity of 0.2; in each case, we picked a single workload with an m2c close
to the prescribed value.
Table 4.2 shows the makespan improvement over N OFAR. We make three key observations from
these results. First, for memory-constrained workloads, using far memory reduces makespan. Most
notably, with the same amount of total memory, FAR (+0%) outperforms N OFAR in throughput by
5-15%. Second, far memory helps more when workloads have a higher m2c. In the extreme case,
FAR (+33%) outperforms N OFAR by 28%. Third, additional far memory does not always lead to
better performance. The reasons are two-fold: (1) Additional memory can help only when memory
is the constraining resource. Therefore, when workloads have a low m2c, a small amount of
far memory can sufficiently mitigate contention over memory, so additional far memory provides
minimal benefits. (2) As we observe from FAR (+11%) and FAR (+33%) for an m2c of 1.4,
adding more far memory can slightly degrade performance. We believe this is due to our overeager
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Figure 4.7: The percent improvement in workload makespan, relative to the N OFAR configuration, for workloads with three different ratios of memory to compute (m2c).

admission policy; i.e., memory-time uses the variable policy for admission control (see §4.4.2).
In other words, it is possible that a job is admitted using a large fraction of far memory, while a
better decision would have been to wait and admit the job later using less far memory, resulting in
lighter slowdown. We leave the design of a better admission control policy as future work.
While CFM improves cluster throughput, it does increase the execution time of individual
jobs. Figure 4.6 shows the CDF of execution time slowdown when using far memory relative to
the same job’s execution time in N OFAR, in our testbed. When the workloads are lightly memory
constrained (i.e., m2c = 1.2), using far memory slows down jobs by 0.2%–1.1% at the median,
and by 35%–37% at the 99th percentile. As the workloads become more constrained by available
memory, our scheduler can use more far memory at the expense of job execution time. As such,
when m2c = 1.6, using far memory slows down jobs by 2%–13.4% at the median, and 28%–45%
at the 99th percentile.

4.5.3

Rack-scale Evaluation

We use our simulator to evaluate the benefits of far memory for a full rack of 40 machines.
Simulation Validation
To validate that our simulator accurately emulates the behavior of our testbed experiment, we
simulated the executions presented in Table 4.2. We found that our simulated makespans ranged
from 9% less than to 3% more than the actual makespans measured in the testbed.
Benefits of Far Memory
We quantify the benefits of far memory in a rack by simulating many workloads with different
amounts of far memory. Each workload has 6000 mixed jobs from Table 4.1, and lasts for an average of 107 minutes of simulated time. For this experiment, we consider three different ranges of
m2c values: [0.75, 0.85], [1.15, 1.25] and [1.55, 1.65]; each range includes 260 different workloads
and each makespan is the average of 15 trials. Every workload is simulated without far memory
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Figure 4.8: The impact of packability on far memory’s ability to improve makespan with FAR (+17.5%) for
workloads with 1.15 < m2c ≤ 1.65.

(i.e., N OFAR) and with different amounts of added far memory (i.e., FAR (+X%)); we compute the
percent improvement in makespan, relative to N OFAR, for each far memory configuration.
In Figure 4.7, each CDF shows the distribution of workload makespan improvements for a
given m2c range and amount of far memory. Figure 4.7a demonstrates that for workloads that are
on average CPU-constrained rather than memory-constrained (m2c values between 0.75 and 0.85),
adding far memory imposes a small performance penalty of 6% at the median and 7% at the 99th
percentile. This is because with far memory the rack has one fewer server, and if far memory is
used, each server dedicates 3 cores to handle memory reclamation leaving fewer cores for jobs.
For workloads that are on average slightly or significantly memory-constrained, adding far
memory provides benefits for all workloads and amounts of far memory. Even for the configuration
with the smallest amount of far memory (i.e., 192 GB, or FAR (+0%)), which replaces a compute
server with a memory server with an equivalent amount of far memory, makespan improves at
the median by 3% and 11%, as Figure 4.7b and 4.7c show. Even though this configuration has
the same total amount of memory and many fewer cores per rack than N OFAR, it achieves lower
makespans because the presence of a sharable far memory allows jobs to be packed onto machines
that have available cores but not memory, thereby enabling resources to be used more efficiently.
Adding additional far memory continues to provide further benefits. For m2c values in [1.15, 1.25],
improvements relative to N OFAR plateau at a median of 12% with FAR (+17.5%); for m2c values
in [1.55, 1.65] improvements continue until our largest far memory point FAR (+37.5%) with a
median improvement of 47%. We expect improvements to plateau because our memory policy
prevents jobs from being admitted if doing so would require shrinking any job beyond its minimum
ratio. Further, when a previously memory-constrained node has enough far memory, memory stops
being the constraining resource, CPUs become the limiting resource, and additional far memory
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provides no benefit.
While we explicitly controlled the m2c ratio in our workloads, packability (as defined in §4.5.1)
arises from the difficulty of packing jobs from each workload in the rack. Figure 4.8 shows improvement in makespan for FAR (+17.5%), relative to N OFAR, for a wide range of m2c values
([1.15, 1.65]). It illustrates the effect that packability has on throughput improvement when far
memory is available. As packability decreases, workloads are harder to pack in N OFAR, so far
memory is able to provide more benefit; the median improvement at (0.93, 0.96] is 12.5% while
the median improvement at (0.85, 0.88] is 25.8%. Thus we observe that both m2c and packability
can significantly impact the makespan improvements a workload achieves from far memory.
Adding Far Memory vs. Local Memory
We now evaluate system performance when adding far memory compared to adding memory locally to each machine, i.e., N OFAR (+X%). We aim to answer the question “If I purchase X GB
of memory, should I add NX GB to each machine or X GB to a shared memory server?” We again
consider different ranges of m2c values. For each range and memory configuration, Figure 4.9
plots the median percent improvement in makespan, relative to N OFAR.
When we add memory locally to each server, we can only do so in a few discrete amounts
dictated by the current memory configuration and standard DIMM sizes (§4.1.1). For our simulated
rack where each machine has 192 GB of memory, we consider two ways of initially provisioning
each machine: (1) with 12×16 GB DIMMs, and (2) with 24×8 GB DIMMs. The smallest feasible
upgrade for case 1 involves purchasing 48 GB per server, for an additional rack memory of 1.92 TB
and a total rack memory of 9.6 TB. The smallest feasible upgrade for case 2 requires purchasing
12×16 GB=192 GB and discarding 12×8 GB=96 GB per machine, resulting in an additional 3.84
TB of memory in the rack and a total purchased memory of 15.36 TB (including the discarded
memory). We simulate these two upgrade options and illustrate them in Figure 4.9 with the stars
at x=9.6 TB (N OFAR (+25%)) and x=15.36 TB (N OFAR (+50%)), respectively.
We see that overall it is better to add memory locally on every machine, rather than add the
same total amount of memory as far memory, in terms of the makespan. For example, when
m2c > 1.15 and 9.6 TB of memory are given to the rack, N OFAR (+25%) has a makespan that is
lower by 2.5% on average across the different m2c ratios, relative to FAR (+25%) (see x = 9.6 TB
in Figure 4.9). Similarly, when we add 3.84 TB to the rack, doing so locally results in a makespan
that is lower by 9.7% on average, relative to FAR (+50%), shown by the right-most set of stars vs.
the right-most dots. However, with far memory we can add memory at finer granularity. Thus, if
we do not want to invest the money required to add memory to all machines in a rack, we can reap
much of the performance benefits by adding memory to a far memory server instead at a fraction
of the cost. For example, for an m2c ratio in [1.75, 1.79], we could achieve a median makespan
improvement of 36% by adding 48 GB locally to each machine, or we could achieve 58% of that
improvement by adding 30% as much far memory with FAR (+7.5%).
These results also have implications for how racks should be constructed in the future. Figure 4.9 demonstrates that for m2c > 1.15, the smallest far memory configuration FAR (+0%)
achieves an average of 9.3% improved makespan relative to N OFAR (+0%). This suggests that if
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Figure 4.9: Makespan improvement as we add memory to the cluster in different ways, for workloads with
different m2c values. Dots show addition of far memory, while stars are addition of local memory, for a given
amount of purchased memory.

your workloads are even slightly memory-constrained when you build your rack, you will achieve
better performance by equipping it with 39 servers and 1 memory server with an equivalent amount
of memory, than by equipping it with 40 servers, despite the loss of one server’s worth of cores.
Furthermore, this design allows you to easily add more memory as workloads change in the future.

4.5.4

Microbenchmarks

We now use microbenchmarks to study CFM’s performance and how it is impacted by Fastswap’s
design elements. The benchmarks in this subsection were executed in our testbed setup, unless
noted otherwise.
Page Fetch Rate
In this benchmark, we measure how quickly Fastswap can fetch pages over the network. Our
benchmark triggers page fetches as quickly as possible by performing memory reads that are
strided by the size of a page (4 KB) such that each memory read causes a major page fault. To
isolate the performance of fetches, we prevent evictions from occurring during the experiment.
We run multiple instances of the benchmark process and pin each to its own core.
We evaluate Fastswap as well as a variant of Fastswap in which all page fetches (including those
for the faulting page) raise interrupts on completions (Fastswap-interrupt-only). We also evaluate
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Figure 4.10: Page fetch rates supported by different swapping backends when eviction is disabled (prefetch
set size is 8 pages).

Infiniswap, both with and without asynchronous writes to disk enabled, and a DRAM backend,
which provides an upper bound on achievable performance using Linux’s swapping mechanisms.
As shown in Figure 4.10, the DRAM backend’s fetch rate scales sublinearly and achieves a
peak page fault rate of 1.02M pages/sec with 5 cores. Fastswap can achieve up to 80% of this,
peaking at 818,000 pages/sec with 7 cores. Even though DRAM can copy a page in <1us [110]
compared to 3.9µs7 for an RDMA read of 4KB, Fastswap achieves 80% of the fetch rate of DRAM
because of its hybrid polling-interrupt mechanism to fetch pages. DRAM has no asynchronous
mechanism: it copies all pages synchronously whether for prefetching or reading the faulting page.
Meanwhile, Fastswap only waits for the faulting page, and handles prefetched pages via interrupts.
Fastswap-interrupt-only demonstrates the benefits of polling for the fetched page; when all pages
generate interrupts, it takes even longer to finish fetching the faulting page, leading to lower fetch
throughput.
Infiniswap achieves significantly lower page fault rates, peaking at 320k pages per second with
6 cores (39% of Fastswap), even without writes to disk. Unfortunately these rates are insufficient
to support our experiments. For our testbed experiments described in §4.5.2 we observed peak
page access rates of 431k pages per second with m2c=1.6; therefore, Infiniswap would not be able
to support them.
Cgroup Memory Bandwidth
In this experiment, we measure the memory bandwidth that cgroups using Fastswap provide to
applications. We use STREAM, a well-known industry standard benchmark [94]. This benchmark
performs operations over large regions of memory, triggering both fetches and evictions. We configure the benchmark to use 4 GB of memory. As Figure 4.11 shows, we set the percentage of local
7 Average

4KB RDMA read latency measured in our testbed.
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Figure 4.11: Memory bandwidth achieved by the STREAM benchmark for Fastswap and Infiniswap with
different core counts and local memory ratios.

memory to 90%, 50% and 10%. We report the Triad component of the benchmark and measure
the average bandwidth instead of the peak bandwidth. Fastswap provides 6–78% higher bandwidth
than Infiniswap with 1 CPU and 25–110% higher bandwidth with 4 CPUs. At 100% local memory,
1 CPU achieves 13,867 MB/s and 4 CPUs achieve 32,253 MB/s, demonstrating that local memory
can achieve 12.5× or 14.6× as much bandwidth as far memory, respectively. This highlights the
importance of continuing research efforts on lowering swapping overheads to further improve its
performance.
Memory Reclaimer
We evaluate the efficacy of the Fastswap reclaimer (§4.3.3) by measuring the percent of kernel
time spent performing reclamation both with and without the reclaimer. We run each application
with 50% local memory and measure the time spent doing reclamation. Table 4.3 shows that
without the reclaimer, 61.8–84.9% of kernel time is spent performing direct reclaim. However,
enabling the reclaimer reduces this significantly so that applications spend up to 85.3% less kernel
time performing direct reclamation. The reason why kernel time reduction is not 100% is that the
reclaimer cannot offload all memory reclaim when large memory allocations occur, i.e., larger
than α = 8MB (see §4.3.3).
Memory Rebalance Policies
We use simulation to compare the three memory rebalance policies we introduced before: uniform, variable, and memory-time (§4.4.2). We simulate the execution of 1000 workloads following
our setup for §4.5.3 with m2c values between 1.4 to 1.8 in a cluster that mimics our testbed cluster.
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linpack
quicksort
kmeans
tensorflow-inception
spark
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% of kernel time

Kernel time reduction

61.8%
72.9%
74.3%
76.7%
84.9%

37.7%
30.8%
25.5%
85.3%
35.6%

Table 4.3: Fraction of kernel time spent on direct memory reclamation without the Fastswap reclaimer and
the percentage reduction when the Fastswap reclaimer is used.

We use high m2c workloads to highlight the differences between memory rebalance policies,
because this is where far memory provides the most benefit. We set the amount of far memory to
128 GB. Overall, memory-time always performs slightly better than variable, and variable always
performs significantly better than uniform. The median makespan improvement of memory-time
over uniform is 12.4%, and the median improvement of memory-time over variable is 2%.
We believe memory-time performs only slightly better than variable for two reasons. First,
memory-time uses the variable policy for job admission; therefore, memory-time can improve
performance relative to variable only by choosing better shrink ratios. Second, memory-time’s
improvements over variable arise from non-linearity in job degradation profiles, but most of the
jobs in this experiment have close to linear degradation profiles. This is because at these high
m2c values, most jobs are memory-intensive jobs such as quicksort and memcached, which have
close to linear degradation profiles, rather than jobs like spark or kmeans whose profiles are less
linear (see Figure 4.4). We believe that a greater diversity of job degradation profiles amongst
the memory-intensive applications would yield larger makespan improvements for memory-time
relative to variable.

4.6

Related work

Hardware resource disaggregation. The idea of disaggregating hardware resources in datacenters has gained popularity in recent years. As a result, recent work has considered how to
adapt various components of datacenters to support disaggregation, proposing new hardware designs [12,15,29,44,73,85], operating systems [86,111], memory abstractions [1,118], and network
stacks [34], and studying the requirements imposed on underlying networks [52]. CFM’s scheduling policies and faster swapping mechanisms are complimentary to these efforts.
Far memory access. Several previous systems have used paging over a network to leverage remote memory [28, 31, 46, 49, 60, 85]. More recent efforts such as HPBD [84] and Infiniswap [57]
leverage RDMA to implement swapping over the network with lower latency. Though Fastswap
also implements swapping over RDMA, it overcomes several challenges that limit the latency and
throughput of swapping of these existing systems (§4.2.2). Another recent approach implements
“far memory” by compressing cold pages and storing them locally in DRAM [77]. With this ap-
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proach, the authors were able to store about 20% of their data compressed in DRAM. However,
this approach has a limited ability to address the ever-increasing demands for memory. Fabric
Attached Memory [74] proposes to use far memory without paging; however, to the best of our
knowledge no publicly available implementation of hardware exists yet.
Cluster scheduling. Many existing cluster schedulers such as Decima [90], Tetris [54], and others [53, 55, 63] have considered how to pack jobs onto compute clusters in order to maximize for
efficient use of cluster resources such as memory, CPU, disk, and network. Cluster managers such
as Borg [120], Omega [109], YARN [119], and Mesos [59] schedule jobs across machines at a
large-scale (e.g., thousands of machines), while also addressing issues such as failures and heterogeneous hardware. However, none of these approaches specify how to schedule jobs when their
memory can be split across local and shared remote memory; we expect that Fastswap’s policies
could be incorporated into many of these schedulers.

4.7

Conclusion

This chapter studies the confluence of two trends: the increasing memory requirements of cluster
workloads, and the emergence of memory disaggregation. We focus on two main questions: (1)
can we develop fast swapping techniques and scheduling algorithms that make far memory feasible, and (2) can we characterize some scenarios where the use of far memory leads to reduced
makespans for memory-intensive workloads. Our results suggest that the answer to both questions
is “yes”.
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